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Charles A. Segars Noted Artists To Appear Rat Hop Scheduled To Open
During Concert Series
New TAPS Editor
Season's Dance Weekends

(ED. NOTE Acknowledgements to 1957-58 Clemson
College Concert Series Pamphlet.)
Charles A. (YA YA) Segars was recently named EdiThe first dance of the school year to be presented by
Have you ever had the privilege of listening to a contor of the 1958 Taps. Formerly the Business Manager of
the Central Dance Association has been scheduled for tht
cert artist perform? During the 1957-58 Clemson College
the yearbook, he was elevated to the position when J.
week-end of October 4-5th. The Association's president,
Concert Series, you will have the privilege of attending
J Britton resigned.
Alex Morrison, reports that the band selected for the occoncerts given by such celebrities as BLANCHE THEBOM,
Charles, a senior majoring in
casion and the prices will be announced at a later date.
THE LITTLE ORCHESTRA SOCIETY OF NEW YORK,
animal husbandry from Oswego,
This traditional Rat Hop will coincide with the week-end
MANTOVANI, THE ROGER WAGNER CHORALE, and
S. C, has been a member of the
The School of Arts and
THE CHICAGO OPERA BALLET. It is your privilege Sciences has added five faculty of the North Carolina football game to be played here at
Taps junior staff, is president
Dr. L. C. Adams and J. L. Ed- to attend these concerts; take advantage of it.
of the Numeral Society and a
members, including two re- Clemson.
wards, Clemson alumni, have
' cheerleader.
placements, in mathematics, phyAs in past years, a Rat Queen
has
BLANCHE
THEBOM
been promoted to full professors reigned as one of opera's bright- Vronsky and Victor Babin as sics and economics.
At the same time Phil Fidler,
will be chosen at the Hop. She
in electrical and mechanical en- est and most versatile stars since, duo-piano soloists and Faye
a senior in animal husbandry
will be selected from among the
Named to the mathematics
gineering, respectively.
from Sumter, was named Busidates of freshmen attending the
as an unknown young .singer, she Emerson as narrator reciting the staff are James L. Flatt, Newness Manager to succeed Segars.
Dr. Adams graduated from created a sensation with a his- witty Odgen Nash verses com- bern, Tenn., assistant professor
dance Friday night, and will
Billy Fort, a sophomore from
Clemson in 1943, joined the elec- tory-making debut in the 1944- posed especially for the Staint- and Cephas P. Derrick, Johnpreside over campus activities
Sumter in industrial engineertrical engineering faculty in 45 Metropolitan Opera season. Saens workk. Vronsky and Babin ston, S. C, instructor.
for the entire week-end. She
Dr.
Jack
K.
Williams,
profesing, was named Classes Edi1946 as an instructor, became Miss Thebom, born in Pennsyl- are the reigning duo-pianist of Flatt is a 1949 Bethel (Tenn.)
will also be the recipient of a
tor; and Eddie Gallup, a sophoan assistant professor in 1949 vania, brought up in Ohio, and the present day and have long College graduate with a mas- sor of history and government, beautiful silver loving cup and
more also from Sumter in inand associate professor in 1953. educated in New York City, is been favorite recitalists and or- ter's degree from Peabody. He has been appointed acting dean a number of nice gifts offered
dustrial management, was namProf. Edwards, 1941 graduate, also that rarity among operatic chestra solosts with the nation's was an instructor at Vander- of the Graduate School.
by local merchants.
Dr. Williams will assume his
ed Office Manager.
returned to Clemson in 1947 as prima-donnas, an accomplished leading symphonies. Faye Emer- bilt, 1950-51, and at-the UniverOur queen and her date will
The Taps staff is currently
an instructor, from positions concert artist.
son has distinguished herself sity of Tennessee, 1952-56. Der- new duties Sept. 1. The grad- be presented to the student body
busy making pictures and laying
with the American Creosoting
Recently the mezzo-soprano throughout the range of the Live- rick will report from U. S. Army uate school has been administer- prior to the football game Satout the dummy for the book.
Co. and Wright Aeronautical made an extraordinary series of ly Arts—otably in the cinema, service. He is a 1923 South ed previously by the dean of urday afternoon. She will enReports indicate that this year's
Corp.
ter the stadium with her atappearances as guest star with the theatre and television. Her Carolina alumnus with a mas- the college.
Taps should be the best yearA past member of the com- tendants, in a convertable so
Other faculty promotions ele- Sweden's Royal Opera in Stock- rapid rise to fame as television's ter's degree from Furman in
book ever to be seen on Campus,
mittee of graduate studies, the that all of her subjects may see
vate 13 to associate professor holm and also sang at the leading lady is a well-known 1939.
here at Clemson.
rank, one to assistant professor Frankfurt State Opera in Stock- success story.
Physics newcomers are Dr. new dean will continue to teach her, after which she and her
MANTOVANI and His New J. Reid Patterson, Charlotte, as- advanced courses in history on party will be escorted to reholm and in several concerts
and one to instructor.
Music
has become a byword with sociate professor, and Jesse I. a part-time basis. He came to served seats.
in
Iceland
for
the
U.
S.
State
Bell School Success;
Associate professors named
Both dances will be held in
record fans throughout the Pollard, Halifax, Va., assistant Clemson in 1947 as an instructor,
are W. G. Hudson, mechanical Department.
Clemson Praised For
became an assistant professor in the dining hall. Friday night
Her roles range from Wag- United Kingdom, Free Europe, professor.
engineering; C. P. Goodin, elec1949, an associate professor in formal uniforms or formal
trical engineering; R. A. Banis- ner's heroic goddesses to sultry Canada and the United States.
Help By Publication
Dr. Patterson, a Davidson 1952 and full professor in 1955. clothes must be worn by stuWhen
this
45-piece
orchestra
Delilag,
from
Dorabella
in
Cosi
ter and A. F. Hammond, drawThe College's role in the early
alumus, received his doctorate
Dr. Williams, a native of dents; and Saturday night's ocing and design; E. F. Byars and Fan Tutte to Baba, the bearded was first exposed to the Ameri- from Duke in 1955. He comes
success of the Bell System EnR. F. Nowack, engineering Me- lady in The Rade's Progress and can concert public in 1955, sell- to Clemson from Furman where Galax, Va., is a 1940 graduate casion will be informal.
gineering School has been ackRooms for dates will be prochanics; P. E. Short, industrial Amneris in Aida. Familiar to outs were the rule rather than he has been as associate pro- of Emory and Henry College. He
nowledged by the national comvided
in the re-painted Fourth
the
exception
in
all
major
cities.
earned
his
master's
degree
at
millions
outside
the
opera
house
engineering; J. W. Brown and
munications publication, "Telefessor since 1954. Pollard, a
C. M. Stuart, mathematics; A. for her regular Telephone Hour A cascading melodious line sup- Maryland graduate in educa- Emory University in 1947, and Dormitory. Price of rooms is
phony".
H. Holt, D. I. Purser and J. P. broadcasts and other programs, ported with a novel concept of tion, studied physics for four his Ph.D from the university in one dollar for two nights. ChapIn a magazine article, publishMartin
M.
Cooper,
ceramic
enWinter, English; and K. L. Wood, and her extensive RCA Victor orchestral arrangement is the years at the University of Mich- 1953. He has also studied at erons will be on duty at the
ed in Chicago, the Clemson
and Columbia recordings, Blan- key to the unprecedented popu- igan and joined the Jacksonville the University of Kentucky and dormitory all during the weekSchool of Engineering was ap- gineering student from Green- physics.
end.
plauded for its "cordial recep- ville, and Michael Mangum, a
(Fla.) University faculty in 1954. the University of Virginia.
C. C. Fain becomes an assis- che Thebom is, indeed, one of larity.
Mantovani has something for He replaces N. S. Kendrick, on
He is prominent in South
tion" of the unusual training pre-forestry student from Spar- tant professor in ceramic en- the unique artists of our time.
THE LITTLE ORCHESTRA everyone—be it the 300-year- study leave.
Carolina as a contributor to litschool originated by the South- tanburg, topped full-time col- gineering, and William Sutton,
ern Bell Telephone and Tele- lege freshmen in academic a graduate assistant last year, SOCIETY OF NEW YORK, con- old "Green Sleeves", a serenade
Dr. J. P. Reed, New Orleans, erary magazines and author of
by Tschaikowsky, a waltz by
graph Company here in March. standing during 1956-57.
assumes duties as an instructor ducted by Thomas Scherman, Strauss or the strains of "Char- Tulane graduate, joins the eco- historical articles. He is curhas long been hailed as one of
Ralph M. Payne, a member
Cooper placed first with a 3.79 in chemistry.
nomics faculty as assistant pro- rently at work on two books,
the most dazzling and original maine" which has come to be fessor from the University of "The Southern Courtroom Lawof the Southern Bell public rela- grade point ratio, of a possible
societies in America. For next his theme. He plays to an Nevada. Dr. Reed has a mas- yer, 1800-1860", and "Crime and
tions staff, who authored the 4.0. Mangum was a close secBen E. Goodale, dairy departseason, Mr. Scherman has as- audience which prefers its mu- ter's degree in sociology and a the Criminal in South Carolina
1500-word piece, pointed to the ond with 3.78.
ment
head, has been elected
sic
to
be
restful
and
relaxing.
sembled
a
special
program
that
History."
He
is
a
member
of
the
college's provision of electrical Third place resulted in a deaddoctorate in law from Illoinois.
will feature a classical con- Mantovani inaugurated the era He replaces Dr. W. E. Webb.
State Historical Association president of the Clemson Colengineering instructors, full use lock between engineering stucert for two pianos and orchestra of New Music in England with
having held elective offices of lege Faculty Senate for 1957-58.
David G. Jeter, Jr.,
of campus facilities, and ad dents.
and will be climaxed with a "Waltzing with Mantovani", a
secretary, treasurer, vice-presi- Goodale, vice-president last year
ministrative assstance in setting electrical engineering student
during the organization's first
first
album
displaying
the
raperformance
of
Saint
Saen's
dent and president.
up the program.
from Columbia, and William G.
year, succeeds John Lane, provishing string tones that were
"The Carnival of Animals."
"Southern Bell views the on Dukes, chemical engineering
Dr. Williams is married and fessor of English.
to
sweep
across
the
seas
to
Appearing
with
the
Little
Orcampus communications school student from Greenville, both
Five faculty appointments to
has two daughters, Katherine,
Other officers are C. W. Bo(Continued on Page 3)
preferable not only from an edu- produced 3.76470 ratings.
seven, and Mary, three. He serv- lin, professor of history and govthe English department have chestra Society will be Vitya
cational standpoint, but from an
A coed, Rosemary Clement, been announced by Dr. Howard
ed four years with the U. S. ernment, vice-president; and R.
economic one as well," he wrote. arts and sciences major from L. Hunter, dean of the School
Marine Corps 4th division, from W. Moorman, professor of meClemson provides costs for facul Clemson, led all freshmen in of Arts and Sciences.
private to captain.
chanics and hydraulics and actty, classrooms, dining room, and the School of Arts and Sciences
The total number of vocational
Four are replacements.
ing head of the department, secan administration office and • a with 3.70.
agricultural education graduates
retary.
dormitory section for exclusive
Other 'top three' students, by Dr. Thomas J. Garbaty, of Berat Clemson College passes the
Representatives, one from each.
use by Bell students.
*
schools, reported by Registrar lin, Germany, has been appoint1000th mark last August reflectThe first meeting of the school, elected to the executive
ed assistant professor, replacThe school, with a limited, se K. N. Vickery, were:
ing on a 39-year history which
Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, PAS
committee are Dr. W. C. Godley,
lect enrollment of company per
Agriculture—Hugh P. McCli- ing J. Z. Bennett. Dr. Garbaty, of the Clemson AFROTC dehas produced the major share of American Ceramic Society will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, professor of animal husbandry,
sonnel, opened March 4 with a mon, Greer, vocational agricul- a 1954 Haverford, Pa., graduate, tachment, announces the cadet
South Carolina's high school
September 24, at Olin Hall. agriculture; H. M. Felder, asfirst term devoted to theory, tural education, 3.60; Thomas has a Ph.D. from the University wing officers as.follows:
Eleven Clemson Army ROTC teachers in agriculture.
All freshmen and upperclass- sistant professor of English, arts
Plans for the second term, be- S. Harmon, Lexington, agron- of Pennsylvania and has studied
Cadet Colonel Henry F. Coop- cadets have received commisThe department was establish- men majoring in Ceramic En- and sciences; Gilbert C. Robinat the University of Geneva in
ginning in October and dealing omy, 3.56.
er, Jr., of North Augusta, S. C. sions as second lieutenants in the ed in 1918, following the pass- gineering that are not mem- son, head, ceramics .engineering
with theory application, are
Arts and Sciences — Edwin Switzerland.
—Wing Commander.
United States Army at Ft. Ben- ing of the Smith-Hughes Act, bers of the Society are urged department, engineering, and
Philip L. Elliott, Cullowhee,
Hearing completion.
R. Jones, Dillon, industrial phyCadet Lt. Col. Laurence N. ning, Ga., following six-week providing for such a program, in to attend. A social hour will Thomas A. Campbell, Jr., assoBy the end of 1958, Southern sics, 3.69; Ben N. Estes, Clem- N. C, has been named as an in- Connor, Jr., of Barnwell, S. C. summer training.
1917.
be held prior to a brief busi- ciate professor of textiles, texstructor. He is a graduate of —Wing exec. & adjutant.
Bell expects to 'graduate' ap- son, pre-medicine, 3.67.
The milestone will be cheered ness meeting.
William F. Holladay, Ft. Detiles.
Gardner-Webb,
1954,
and
Furproximately 500 men in the
Textiles — Gene E. Phillips,
Cadet Lt. Col. James A. Gallo- posit, Ala., was designated a by South Carolina school admintraining courses.
Gaffney, textile engineering, man, 1956, and is teaching this way of Georgetown, S. C. — Distinguished Military Graduate istrators who acknowledge the
3.61; G. Z. Sanchez, Havana, summer at Gardner-Webb. He 1st group commander.
for outstanding military achieve- grave need for agricultural teachCuba, textile manufacturing, replaces Dr. Rupert Taylor, who
Cadet Lt. Col. Roland Weeks ment. He received a regular ers since World War II. In the
3.58; Charles S. Roddey, Lan- retired.
of Charleston, S. C. — 2nd group Army commission. All others last 10 years, the demand has
Add cards will have to be caster, textile engineering, 3.52.
Mrs. Patricia Hill, Clemson, commander.
received reserve commmissions. consistently surpassed the supturned Into the Registrar's ofEngineering — George P. Mc- will come to an instructor posiAlso named were Cadet Major
The newly commissioned of- ply.
fice not later than September Cahan, Anderson, electrical en- tion from Keowee High School, Claude J. Reece, Jr., of Waynes- ficers have been ordered to acLeader in Clemson's efforts to
24.
gineering, 3.74.
where she has been head of ville, N. C.—Exec. & Adjutant, tive duty within six months. relieve this post-war problem is
English and history since 1949. 1st group.
They are:
Department Head James B. MonMrs. Hill is a Vassar graduate
Cadet Major J. B. Blandford,
Artillery—Mason H. Anderson, roe, who joined Clemson in 1934
with a master's degree from the Jr., of Greenville, S. C—Exec. Charlotte, N. C; John R. Jef- as an associate professor of edu- By CHARLES SPENCER
University of Pennsylvania.
Two Clemson students were present at the National
& Adjutant, 2nd group.
feries, Charleston; Gerald S. cation. Prof. Monroe, a native
Cadet Major Franklin G. Workman, Rock Hill; chemical of Marion, and an alumnus, Student Government Convention at the University of
Mark S. Steadman, Statesboro,
Ga., will join the department Pritchard of Sumter, S. C. — corps—Louis J. LaMarche, Jr., taught vocational agricutlure in Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, August 16-31. J. J.
Charleston Heights; George F Texas, South Carolina and Illifrom Florida State, where he re- Commander Squadron B.
Cadet Major Robert B. Huey, Schladensky, Cooleemee, N. C; nois and once served as assistant Britton, president of the Clemson student body, representceived his master's degree last
year. A 1951 Emory graduate,' Jr., of Lancaster, S. C.—Com- corps of engineers—Lawrence F. state supervisor of agricultural ed Clemson at the National Executive Committee (of NaPace, Pickens; infantry — David education in the South Carolina tional Student Association) August 16-21 and at the Stuhe was formerly assistant di- mander Squadron B.
Cadet Major Joseph S. Byrd S. Rozendale, Lookkout Moun State Department of Education.
Plans for the selection of a Clemson co-ed to reign as rector of promotion with the
dent Body President's Conference, running simultaneously
The program offers general
Miss Tigerama at the all-student variety show the night Smith Publishing Company in of Batesburg, S. C. — Comman- tain, Tenn.; ordnance corps —
der Squadron C.
Carl L. Batson, Pickens; Signal culture and basic agricultural at the same place.
Atlanta.
He
replaces
John
Macbefore Clemson's Homecoming football game with MaryCadet Major John D. Braid of corps — Andrew" P. Collins, Ches courses during the freshman and Harry Bolick, Chairman (Pres
Kenzie, on study leave.
land were announced this week by Blue Key, Tigerama's
Assuming the dual position of Charleston, S. C—Commander ter; Jerry D. Owens, Norris, and sophomore years; technical agri ident) of the Carolinas-Virginia of the Congress were held in
Holladay.
coordinating agency.
cultural and science training in Region of the National Student Rackham Hall of the University
instructor in English and mod- Squadron D.
the junior year, and profession Association, represented the Re- of Michigan, an auditorium simAt the same time Blue Key
ern languages will be Miss Hil-;
education courses in the senior gion at the National Executive ilar to the one in the United Naannounced a student contest to gerama begins next week and degard Wagner, of Foeni, Hunyear. A program of directed Committee meeting and stayed tions Building, equipped for
produce a Tigerama slogan. The is open only to Clemson co-eds. gary. She is a 1955 graduate
teaching is conducted in the over for the 10th National Stu- translation Of the proceedings
prize will be $15.00—cash.
Contest entrants are requested of Florida State, where she has
spring semester of the final year. dent Congress, August 20-30, al- into several languages.
Tigerama, for those who have to mail an 8 x 10 photograph, served three years as graduate
Another year is with us, yet we are distressed
More than 20 high schools co- so at Ann Arbor. At the Con>
She replaces Dr.
The Congress was divided Innot yet heard of the planned properly identified, to the Clem- assistant.
operate with the college in this gress, Harry represented the Re to Commissions and Sub-comto find this year beginning with a rather sobering
spectacular, arrived on the Clem- son Alumni Association, Clem- Orestes Rhyne, who retired.
actual-experience plan. Seniors gion and Clemson College.
missions, similarly to the U.S.
son scene this fall for the first son College, Clemson, S. C. Identhought. We, who consider ourselves a close-knit
taught this year, under supervisThe National Executive Com- Congress, for purposes of pretime and is expected to become tifying material should include
body, have discovered that one of our group has just
ion, at Daniel High School, Pick- mittee heard reports from the paring legislation. It was in
a traditional part of Clemson's full name, class at Clemson, maleft us.
ens County; Blue Ridge High N.S.A.
President,
Executive these commissions and sub-comHomecoming. It will be offered jor course, hometown, height
School, Greenville County; Ber- Vice-president, and Chairmen missions that much of the work
One of our fellow students passed away this past
in Clemson Memorial Stadium and weight. The winner will be
keley High School, Moncks Cor- of the Commissions on Interna- was done. A total of eighty
for an anticipated audience of selected from the photographs
Tuesday evening from the ravages of leukemia. He
ner; Loris, Allendale, Belton, St. tional Affairs, Educational Af- legislative actions was taken by
15,000 fun seekers.
by a special committee. The
had been ill for only a few days, but this made the
George, Seneca, York and Mul- fairs, Student Government, and the Congress before adjourndeadline
for
accepting
picture
Presented by the Clemson
lins.
shock
harder
to
bear
for
his
family
and
his
many
Student Affairs. ment.
entries
is
October
15th.
Alumni Association, it is to be
Clemson's record of teacher
Harry was in the Commission
(Harry was elected Chairman
The Tigerama slogan contest
friends.
student produced under the coplacement has been a depend- at last Spring's Regional As- on Educational Affairs and chairThe Amateur Radio Club has
ordination of the Clemson Chap- is open to all Clemson students.
This will be a great loss to Clemson and her
able one in the state. A survey sembly of the Carolinas-Virginia ed the Sub-commission on Huter of Blue Key. The show will Entries must be submitted on a elected Gene Gilfillin president
student
body. But it will be an even greater loss to
of the first 410 graduates in agri- Region, held at Hollins College, man Rights. In arguing an acregular
two-cent
post
card,
adfor this school semester. Other
consist principally of variety
cultural education revealed that in Virginia. There are 32 col- tion on the floor of the Plenary
his wife and children, who need our support at this
skits by campus organizations, dressed to Clemson Alumni As- officers elected were — Jimmy
56 percent were teaching voca- leges and universities in Region, Session (entire assembly) HarClemson
College, Mullis, Vice-President; and Joe
individual performances by es- sociation,
trying time.
tional
agriculture in high schools; four of them Negro institutions.) ry made a speech that was printClemson,
S.
C.
The
contestant's
Williams, Secretary and Treaspecally talented students and a
We need not preach to you, Clemson men, for you
21 percent were engaged in vari- Every member college and ed on the front page of the Despectacular 20-minute finale in name and Clemson mail address ury.
have always done more than your share in the past.
ous related fields of agricultural university in N.S.A. is entitled troit Times newspaper. Later,
The next meeting will be held
the form of a gigantic and color- must be included.
work, and six percent were to send delegates to the annual he appeared with four other stuThe
slogan
must
be
in
twelve
We
ask
only
that
you
continue
the
Clemson
tradiat
6:00
p.m.
on
Tuesday,
Sept.
ful fireworks show.
teaching in other fields.
Congress, proportioned by en- dents on CBS's nationally-teleTigerama's fireworks extra- words or less and should strive 24. This meeting will be intion — to take care of our own whenever the need
Only 17 percent entered mis- rollment of the institution. About vised news broadcast, "The
vaganza i being designed and to catch the spirit of a gigantic formal; and all old members,
arises.
cellaneous occupations, including 350 American colleges and uni- World Tonight."
manufactured
especially
for all-student pep rally in honor current members, hams, and
military
service which had strong versities were represented this
Before the Congress adjournWe
believe
in
you,
Clemson
men.
Help
us
to
of
the
Clemson
alumni
who
will
other
students
interested
in
raTigerama by the Pyro Display
capture the fancy of i»nerica.
appeal during the cadet corps yegr.
Company of Sebring, Florida. be on the campus for Homecom- dio are urged to attend, esshow we have a heart to match ,our enthusiasm.
era.
(Continued on Page 3)
Plenary (legislative) sessions
pecially new students.
(Contisued on Page 8)
The contest to select Miss Ti-

School Of Arts
And Scences
Adds to Faculty

Full Professorships
Of Engineering Give
To Adams, Edwards

Dr. Williams Made
Grad School Dean

Martin Cooper
Tops Freshman
Class Grades

Goodale Succeeds
Lone As Faculty
Senate President

Five New Faculty
Members Named To
English Department

Air Force ROTC
Cadet Officers
Are Announced

Ag« Ed. Department
Announces Large
Eleven Cadets Graduate Total
Have Received
Commissions

NOTICE!

Britlon, Bolick Attend
Government Meet

NOTICE!

Tigerama Festival Is
Planned By Blue Key

EDITORIAL

Amateur Radio
Club To Be
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Editorial Corner
The TIGER and the entire student body are unanimous
in their appreciation for the new look in service at the
Clemson laundry. It came almost as a complete surprise,
that, as the students returned" to the campus, they discovered a complete revolution in the handling of students'
weekly laundry bundles. Increased quotas per week are
available to each sudent; improvements have been made
in the mechanics of pickup and delivery; and the quality
of the finished product is considerably improved by delivering the bundle, the shirts protected by a cardboard
frame (it was almost impossible to prevent crushing the
shirts when the finished clothes were stuffed back into
the same cloth bag in which they were delivered).
Indeed, it seems reasonable to expect that the
goodwill resulting in these improvements may result
in an overall speedup of the entire process, whereby
a student may occasionally have his laundry finished
in less than the prescribed three days.
This improvement in the laundry service seems to
be only one of many improvements in college administration and services effected since the end of last semester. To mention a few more: the students are looking
forward to using the promising new system of athletic
ticket distribution and admission to football games (see
last TIGER, freshman edition); many students, upon arrival on the campus, were gratified that matriculation
procedures had been simplified by considerable forethought on the part of some persons in the accounting
department (indeed, in spite of the added step of taking
photos for identification cards, most upperclassmen finished in much less time than last year).
While we are in this vein, it might be well to mention that the new system, inaugurated this year by the
dormitory manager, of requiring a room deposit of each
dormitory student, should substantially reduce the annual
loss due to wantonness or vandalism, if, indeed, there
has been any existant in past years, and the entire college and student body will be the better for it.
With these and other improvements in college
administration to brighten the daily life of the Clemson student and other members of the academic
community, another step forward has been made toward a greater Clemson, which is everybody's goal.
Let us hope that a new sense of mutual appreciation
and cooperation will become apparent in the immediate future, which, in itself, is one of the best things
that can happen on any college or university campus.

with
On Campos M«$/iukan
(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)
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Philip Morris Incorporated sponsors this column.
Philip Morris Incorporated makes Philip Morris cigarettes. They also make Marlboro cigarettes. Marlboro is
what I am going to talk to you about this year.
Before beginning the current series of columns, I made
an exhaustive study of Marlboro advertising. This took
almost four minutes. The Marlboro people don't waste
words. They give it to you fast: "You get a lot to like
in a Marlboro ... Filter ... Flavor ... Flip-top Box."
Well, sir, at first this approach seemed to me a little
terse, a bit naked. Perhaps, thought I, I should drape
it with a veil of violet prose, adorn it with a mantle of
fluffy adjectives, dangle some participles from the ears
... But then I thought, what for? Doesn't that tell the
whole Marlboro story? ... Filter ... Flavor ... Flip-top
Box.
Marlboro tastes great. The filter works. So does the
box. What else do you need to know?
So, with the Marlboro story quickly told, let us turn
immediately to the chief problem of undergraduate life—
the money problem. This has always been a vexing
dilemma, even in my own college days. I recall, for
example, a classmate named Oliver Hazard Sigafoos, a
great strapping fellow standing 14 hands high, who fell
in love with a beautiful Theta named Nikki Spillane,
with hair like beaten gold and eyeballs like two tablespoons of forgetfulness.
_ Every night Oliver Hazard would take Nikki out to
dine and dance, and then to dine again, for dancing made
Nikki ravenous. Then they would go riding in the swan
boats, and then Nikki, her appetite sharpened by the sea
air, would have 8 or 10 cutlets, and then Oliver Hazard
would take her home, stopping on the way to buy her a
pail of oysters or two.
To raise money for these enchanted evenings, Oliver
Hazard took on a number of part-time jobs. Between
classes he cut hair. After school he gutted perches. From
dusk to midnight he vulcanized medicine balls. From
midnight to dawn he trapped night crawlers.
This crowded schedule took, alas, a heavy toll from
Oliver Hazard. In the space of a month he dwindled from
260 to 104 pounds—but that, curiously enough, proved
his salvation.
Today Oliver Hazard is a jockey, earning a handsome
living which, combined with what he makes as a lymph
donor after hours, is quite sufficient to curb Nikki's
girlish appetite. Today they are married and live in Upper
Marlboro, Maryland, with their two daughters, Filter
and Flavor, and their son, Flip-top Box.
© Max Shulman. 1957

The makers of Marlboro take pleasure in bringing you this
free-wheeling, uncensored column every week during the
school year ... And speaking of pleasure, have you tried a
Marlboro?

Talk of the Town

FOT?

Wf IE tHlB ME?*
m

The Changing Scene
By RAY GRIFFIN

THE MIXTURE AS BEFORE
Today begins my fourth year of writing this column
and, as before, I will continue to explore the issues that
grip the keen young mind of campus America—burning
questions like "Should housemothers be forced to retire
at 28?" and "Should pajamas and robes be allowed at
first-hour classes?" and "Should proctors be armed?" and
^Should picnicking be permitted in the stacks?" and
"Should teachers above the rank of associate professor
be empowered to perform marriages?" and "Should capital punishment for pledges be abolished?"
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The return to school, the rush of matriculation, and the struggle of registration
slowly fades in the past. A new school
year has begun, a new class of enthusiastic Freshmen have stormed the campus, football is in the air, and student life
returns to normal. By normal is meant
the return of the usual gripes and grumblings. Unfortunately back also is the deplorable lack of manners of some people
in the dining hall, on campus, in the classroom.
The simplest and quickest way for
a crowd to enter any building is in
an orderly, moving line and not by log
jams and cattle drives. The bitter
fight to the finish at every mealtime
is, to say the least, unexcusable and
slightly barbaric. There are enough
tables and food to accommodate everyone.
Inside, the story is even worse. Certain people, obviously throwbacks from the
Middle Ages, appear unaware that forks,
spoons, and knives have a use. They seem
to come in with the dogs to consume the
scraps tossed on the floor! "Thank you,"
"please," and "excuse" are far too modern

and acceptable to use. Also a little cooperation with the waiters will yield
speedier results than with loud-mouth, unjustifiable demands.
Dress on the campus is a recurring
problem. Undershirts have no place
in the dining hall, classroom, or the
student center. In fact, there is a
College rule which definitely prohibits
such. Standards of dress, the do's
and don'ts, is not this column's right
to decide. The shirts and ties seen in
morning classes really add to over-all
student appearance. Surely being
neat and clean requires little effort
and time; it is worth the effort.
As a general rule, a man is judged
by his surroundings, habits, appearance, and the company he keeps.
When others fall short of accepted
norms it is up to him to bring pressure for changes resulting from social
pressure. The good opinion of others
can strengthen Clemson and reflect on
everyone. In order, then, to form a
better impression attempt to change
untidy, uncouth, unmannerly individuals into better Clemson men.

Word To The Wise
By ED SAULS, Student Chaplain
THE BEGINNING
In the Bible we find these words—
In the beginning God—and then it tells
of the wonderful works that God performed in the beginning. In our modern
day settng, let us turn our thoughts to
this phrase—In the beginning Man—Yes,
it is now the beginning—the beginning of
a new school year. For some of us it is
the last, for some the first, and for others
the middle ground. But we all have one
thing in common—we have gathered upon
this campus to study and to complete another year of our education. What kind
of a beginning will we have?
It is usually Standard Operating Procedure to wait until the end to take an
inventory. The end of a day, the end of
a year, the end of a life. But let's stop
and think—Is this really the best procedure to follow? Wouldn't it be better if
we stopped right now and took stock of
our lives in order that we may know what
we have to work with in the coming
year? Let's consider just what gifts God
has blessed us with. He has blessed most
of us with many physical, mental and
spiritual gifts—A body that is able to perform the normal duties of the day, a mind
that is capable of exploring and comprehending the varied fields of education, a
spirit with which to keep in constant contact with Him. Let's pledge to start, From
The Beginning, using these gifts that we

have been blessed with. Let's wake up
and realize that we are here to broaden
our education.
One of the worst faults of all college students is that we waste too
much time. I once heard a minister
remark that it is a sin for students to
come to college and waste their time
and not study and not acquire all of
the knowledge that is available for
them in these four precious years. This
is true. Your parents, or someone, is
spending precious money to send you
to Clemson. They are expecting great
things out of you—a son or a daughter of whom they can be proud.

By CAROL HUGHES

I would like this week to consider that
old problem of matriculation and registration, the twice a year mob scenes of
the college campus. This is a subject on
which much might be said, good and bad.
One of the worst features observed in the
past was the pre-payment business. Last
semester there was a huge line to pick
up receipts if one had paid early that
necessitated an hour's wait while those
late payers sometimes spent more time
getting to the bank than making the payment. This, of course, was ridiculous.
We were happy to note this trip, however,
that things seemed to work very efficiently
in both areas. We would like to take this
opportunity to highly -commend Mr. Hinton, the Chief Accountant and his staff
for effecting this much needed improvement.
One feature that still needs great
improvement is the method of distribution of the IBM cards for class registration. The affair oh the stage of the college
chapel is uncalled for to say the least. An
equally acceptable method would be to
gather the entire student body on the upper quadrangle and pour the envelopes
out the window of the TIGER office.
Seriously though, it seems that at least
the material could be given continuously
in an orderly fashion instead of giving
them out every half hour from the middle
of a milling mass of humanity. Not only

Don't Get Me Wrong,
But... .
By MACKIE MANNING
HOW IS COLLEGE, FRESHMEN?
Have you Freshmen enjoyed your first
encounter with college life? Probably by
now, you have seen that there is a definite difference between life here at Clemson and your lives at your individual
homes. This has actually been the beginning of the slow but continual drift away
from the life you used to know back home.

very few of these crusades bring forth
any self satisfaction. In most cases,
the local police of the campus being,
invaded have been alerted and will
stop any mob movement on the school
grounds. Just remember before you
go on one of these unorganized trips,
you can't help yourself one bit.

MR. RHYMES MAKES GOOD
Gentlemen, I think there is one department on our campus that really has
done a wonderful job so far this year. It
was really a pleasure to me to pick up
my laundry and find the shirts wrapped
separately, therefore leaving them unreasonably unwrinkled. Mr. Rhymes and
his staff are most certainly in line for a
most hearty congratulations. We hope
you keep up the good work.

DINING HALL TO BE COMMENDED

SCHOOL SPIRIT??
I would like to have one item defined ,if you please. That is school
spirit. Is it something that leads to
the destruction of college property,
or causes injury to students of other
schools (maybe even students from
our own school), or perhaps causes
one or more students to lose his life
on the highway? No, this is not the
answer by any means. As a matter
of fact, when Clemson students leave
our campus with mischievous thoughts
in their minds and some other
college campus as their destination,
this brings discredit to Clemson College and our student body. Fellows,

For the top floor of a building to
be secure, the building must have a
firm foundation. To have a successful semester and year—we must have
a good beginning. You owe it to
yourself, to your loved ones, and most
of all to your God to lay a good foundation. Again I ask the question—
What Will Your Beginning Be?

As to our dining hall this year, it- seems
as though there might be some improvements. So far, taking into consideration
the mass confusion that comes with the
beginning of every semester, I think they
should be commended for the job they
have done. Just remember students, the
members of the staff associated with the
dining hall will be able to operate more
efficiently with our cooperation to the
fullest extent.
YELL RATS!
Freshmen, you have been coming
along pretty well in learning the school
yells and the alma mater, so let's not forget them during the football game Saturday. All of you be sure to go and support the team.
RAT HOP IS NEAR
As a last word, I would like to
remind you, especially you freshmen
to be getting your dates for RAT HOP.
This big weekend is October 4 and 5,
and that is only about two and onehalf weeks off. Don't wait until it is
too late and then be left out in the
cold.

Sagacious Observations
By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE VI
he (Smedley) is looking forward with great pleasure to the
coming semester. Remember, OF
Smed will be watching you.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

it has been humorous to watch
the campus wheels in operation.
He (Smedley) wishes that
I challenge you, especially you fresh FLETCHER SMOAK would wise
up to the tact that has-beens are
men to study hard in the beginning as well numerous and ignored.

as all through the year so that you may
accomplish the goal that you have set.
Let's not wait until the end of the semester
and then with sad hearts and depressed
minds look back and say, "Oh if I had
only started earlier—It is too late."

would this appear more civilized but:;,life
and limb would be preserved to a greater
extent. Some people like to live dangerously but registration does not seem to
have the color of riots, landslides and revolutions although the scene on the stage
reminds the casual observer of all three.
The business of obtaining rooms
Hum
was much improved this year. Although there was still a line it was
much shorter and there did not appear
to be as much confusion and delay.
From comments we heard and from
personal observation things at the
Dormitory Office seemed to progress
in a smoother fashion.
The actual class registration was as
always the scene of a great melee. In
our personal opinion this situation cannot'
be remedied to any great extent. All colleges we have heard of have the same
problems in this area and no one can claim
an absence of some confusion and delay
so it is best to simply bear the burden.
All in all things were much better
in all areas except the one noted above
and with some thought we feel that
this one can be improved. The Registrar's office and all others concerned
have in general performed their duties
in a faster and more efficient way in
this last week and deserve the greatest praise for this. We personally hop*
this will continue.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

RAT CAROLYN WILLIS has
exerted commendable efforts toward snowing the entire student
body. Maybe the RATS are impressed; the more experienced
upperclassmen don't seem to be.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

the three slobs of the C.D.A.,
MORRISON, MANNING and
McLAURIN, are evidently trying
to introduce the protruding waist
line as the fashion for '57. Girls,
your Ivy Leagues are bulging.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

he (SmeHW) is glad to see

DICK(I'm going to be a daddy) the P. C. game. Loose your hat,
CARTER back in our noble RAT, and more will be lost later.
ranks. With MOREHEAD gone, —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
Clemson has room for another
CURRIE SPIVEY acts as if he
multi-year man.
has controlling interest in Clemson. Military diamonds just aren't
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
what they used to be, or haven't
he (Smedley) hopes that the you heard, MR. PAIN?
lowly RODENTS will quickly
acquire dates for RAT HOP be- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
fore their (the rats) high school he (Smedley) wishes the
sweethearts desert them. It hap- HOWARDITES a most successpens ,RATS, ask any upperclass- ful season on the gridiron and
man.
that he (Smedley) would like
to write his beloved column for
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
MIAMI on New Year's Day.
to ALEX GALLOWAY. Sum—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
mer camp didn't do much for
you, Sonny Boy, what did you he (Smedley) proclaims orchids to the upperclassmen on
do for summer camp?
the old quadrangle. It is about
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
time the RAT PEP MEETINGS
EVERETT GRIFFIN and began again. GARBO NEELEY
ROWDY CROWDER are already should join the ranks of t%e
in competition for the presidency cheer leaders.
of the F.N.D.C. Lost a few star
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
members, didn't you?
he (Smedley) wishes to re—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
mind you peons that when you
; the RATS had better get a slip, your slide ends with SMEDtight grip on their rat hats at LEY.

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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H. V. Poe Traveled
Fifteen Hundred
Miles Last Year
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Taps Cameras "No Coughing In The Wing Room"
GIBBONS
Clicking Behind By BILL
Dr. J. D. Hair, the new student doctor at Clemson,
recalls a sign which once hung on the walls at Clemson
Wilson, White Hospital reading "No Coughing in the Waiting Room."

There's an old adage—'if you
have a job you want done, give By FRANK EDWARDS
Dr. Hair feels that this must
By KEN POWERS
it to the man who is too busy
The Clemson YMCA Cabinet, governing body of the
have
been a hardship on many ville, and three years in Due
Familiar
is
the
walk
to
those
to do it.' H. Vernon Poe, as- YMCA, held its first meeting of the school year Monday
sociate professor of electrical
students who have journeyed to students. He reminds all stu- West coming to Clemson in June
engineering at Clemson College, night, September 16, to begin its program of the 1957-58 the fourth floor of the Student dents that signs as this were of this year.
session. Plans were made for the Camp Long Retreat
was the man in 1956-57.
Dr. Hair explained that work
Center to have their pictures discarded with the abandonLooking back, Poe can recall which is to be held the weekend of Oct. 11, 12, and 13.
in
Clemson was particularly apment
of
the
military
system
at
taken. Upon arriving, you went
few days when he didn't have a
pealing. While in private pracThis year the cabinet is in charge of the night watch through the required routine and Clemson.
suitcase packed.
groups which are to be held on the dormitory halls. Bill stood in the usual line. Finally, As a doctor with new ideas tice, he had been with student
Poe, as a multiple-duty ofhealth service at Erskine colficer of the American Institute Weeks, as chairman of the night watch committee re- your turn came and you sat for and techniques, Dr. Hair plans lege. | In addition the doctor enof Electrical Engineers (AIEE), quests the cooperation of all students on this project. If a couple of minutes under the to make many changes and im- joys the atmosphere of a small
traveled more than 1500 miles at you do not attend one of the groups, please refrain from bright lights, and before you provements at Clemson. His college town.
his own expense to serve three any loud noise while these groups are being held.
knew it you were through. You training for this type of work
"My only job is to treat stuAIEE committees . He attended
walked away, thinking of how
dents,"
says Dr. Hair. In order
The, YMCA membership drive is under way this your picture will look, but did is quite adequate. The doctor to improve
ed 18 national and regional
his service and to
lived
in
Columbia,
son
of
a
denmeetings and all regular meet- week. Every dormitory student will be contacted by a you ever stop to wonder just
make his service more convenings of the Clemson student representative of the Y; membership cards are $1.00 and who the guy behind the camera tist who studied at Clemson and ient for students, the doctor has
branch, of which he is counselor
was that had just tried so dil- the brother of a Clemson Mech- made several changes. One
This may not be a record, but can also be obtained at the Y office. Let's make this a igently to get you to smile?
nical Engineering major. In 1942 major change is that of allowrecord
breaking
year
for
YMCA
membership!!
Poe did it with the skill of a
This year the Taps staff has Dr. Hair came to Clemson to ing sick students to listen to
*
*
*
soloing fly in a spacious kitchen.
radios quietly and. to study or
two fine young men working
He didn't miss a day in the
with them from the Atlanta study what was then called read while hospitalized if they
Last
Monday
night
at
7:30
the
Senior
"Y"
Council
classroom beyond customary an
- Engineering. He had so desire. "Sick call" has been
held its first meeting. Four new members were voted Branch of the Virginia School Chemistry
nual leave time.
Photographers. They are Mr. to leave, however, to join the greatly widened. The doctor
Poe is chairman of the Pied- in, and a reporter was elected. It was decided that the R. J. White and Mr. B. E. Wil- Air Force and began pilot train- feels that his staff is very effimont subsection of AIEE, mem Senior "Y" Council would meet bi-weekly on Monday son, Jr. Mr. White, whose fam- ing for a B-25. The doctor was cient and capable, another imFIRST OF A SERIES
ber of the southern district 4
ily lives at Richmond, Virginia, married in 1946 to Miss May portant factor in rendering betexecutive committee and the evening at 6:00.
has part interest in the com- Price and has four children aged ter service and treatment.
*
*
*
national committee on student
pany and is the General Man- one, two, four, and eight.
With these changes have come
branches. He attended 10 subJoe McLean, as president of the Junior "Y" Council ager for the Atlanta Branch. He In 1948 Dr. Hair entered the several new responsibilities to
section meetings, South Carolina
presided over its first meeting on Tuesday night, Sept. enjoys his work here at Clem- College of Charleston and in the students, the doctor explainState section meetings at Aiken
son and said the students were
and Columbia, district execu- 17 at 6:00. Plans were discussed for the coming year and most co-operative, and when 1952 began internship at the ed. The college man should have
Greenville General Hospital. His the responsibility of attending
tive meetings at Roanoke, Va., a project was undertaken.
asked if he worked mainly as a private practice has consisted of classes and making decisions
* * *
and Jackson, Miss., a student
photographer for his company one and one-half years in Mays- concerning the attendance of
contest at Jackson, and two natclasses. He further explained
Mr. P. B. Holzendoff spoke briefly to the Soph. "Y" he said, "No, but I came beional meetings in New York City.
I wanted the job done
that the student should not take
Colonel George A. Douglass, a native of South Caro- Poe should be happy to see Council at its first meeting on Tuesday evening, Sept. 17. cause
right."
advantage of the hospital facililina and a Clemson graduate, was assigned as professor the 'old' AIEE year end. But Officers were installed and projects for the coming semes- The Virginia School Phototies. Dr. Hair stated that stuhe
has
several
misgivings.
(Continued from Page 1)
of Military Science and Tactics at Clemson College on
ter were discussed.
dents should always go to the
graphers, whose main office is
When, his office as Piedmont
ed, officers of N.S.A. were elect- hospital if ill and not remain
* * *
located
at
Richmond,
Virginia,
15 January, 1955.
chairman expires this month, he
wholly in photographs for ed for the coming year. N.S.A. in their rooms missing classes
He was born at Fort Fremont,
automatically becomes a memThe Freshmen "Y" Council got off to a roaring start deals
college
yearbooks. Among other officers are salaried executives, unauthorized. So that more time
S. C, which, at that time, was Senior advisor to I Corps, Re ber of the executive committee. with approximately 70 interested students present. The
colleges
the Atlanta Branch will who have recently graduated may be given to the sicker stuan Army post. After high school, public of Korea Army.
His membership on the national
visit
this
year are the Univer- from college and agree to defer dents, Dr. Hair has instituted a
meeting
was
held
in
the
"Y"
Tuesday
night,
Sept.
10,
at
he entered Clemson College,
Colonel Douglass is an active student branch board has another
sity
of
Georgia,
Birmingham their graduate work or career program of allowing routine
graduating in 1931 with a BS member of the Sage Club, Tau year to run. His three-year 6:00. Much should be expected from the freshman counfor one year while working fulldegree in Electrical Engineer- Beta Pi, Scabbard and Blade, hitch as Clemson branch coun- cil this semester. They are to elect officers at their next Southern College, and Mercer time for the National Student cases to be handled by a trained
nurse. This process will speed
University.
ing. In 1948, through the Army's IPTAY, and the Seneca Rotary selor is only two years old.
meeting Sept. 24.
students on their way and give
Mr. Wilson, who resides in Association.
Advanced Scientific Training Club. He is also a frequent
* * *
Elected President was Ray students in general a better
Atlanta, Georgia with his famProgram, he received his Mas- lecturer for local civic organia graduate student at treatment, Dr. Hair hopes. He
ters degree in Mechanical En- zations, equally adept whether
Last Sunday night at the "Y" vespers service Rev. ily, is primarily interested in Farabee,
the
University
of Texas; Don feels that the majority of stuthe
showing
of
the
proofs
to
the
gineering at the University of discussing National Defense or
Charles Reynal made a talk entitled "My Covenant with students and helping them with Clifford, presently serving as dents have responded to these
Michigan.
the History of S. C.
God." Next Sunday there will be a deputation from their orders. However, he did Chairman of the Mason-Dixon changes very cooperatively.
He' was a member of the
His wife is the former Martake "shots" for the first two Region of N.S.A., was elected Among the things planned by
Lander to present the program.
faculty, School of Engineering, garet Rhodes of Greenwood. A
the doctor for the near future
weeks he was here at Clemson. Executive Vice-president.
at Clemson prior to entering source of great pride and pleaare an immunization program
Other
Vice-presidents
for
the
Incidently,
Mr.
Wilson
will
be
active military service in 1940. sure to them both is their son,
for both polio and Asiatic flu
coming
year
are
as
follows:
up
in
one
of
the
Taps'
offices
George
Wythe
Powell,
of
OakHaving been both a tsudent and George Patton, 16, a junior at
along with a chest x-ray proBruce
Larkin,
(re-elected)
Infor
the
remainder
of
this
week
lawn Farm, Williston, has been
faculty member at Clemson, his Daniel High.
When young
Affairs;
Willard gram. This program will be on
and for the next two . weeks ternational
assignment here as PMS&T is George is on the football field, awarded the 1957-58 Coburg
showing students their proofs Johnson, graduate student at a volunteer basis and is for the
Dairy Scholarship.
especially gratifying.
Colonel Douglass can usually be
during the afternoons and even- U.C.L.A., Educational Affairs; welfare of all students.
The $500 award is presented
Formal military schools to- his found in the stands, rooting.
ings. When asked if Clemson Bob Kiley, a graduate of Notre Dr. Hair emphasized the fact
credit include: The Armored The same is true when the annually by Coburg Dairy, Charshould have a course in photo- Dame, Student Government; and that he wishes Clemson students
leston,
to
a
senior
in
dairy
sciSchool, 1941; Command and Gen- Tigers take the field.
ence.
Two members of the School of graphy, Mr. Wilson replied, "I Reginald Green, a graduate of to understand that his job is
eral Staff College, 1945; The Incuring ills, whether physical or
Colonel Douglass' efforts are
Arts and Sciences faculty at think that every college should Harvard, Student Affairs.
fantry School, 1950 and the directed toward improving the Powell, president of the Clemmental, and any students with
Dr. R. F. Wheeler, head of Clemson College have been have one, because the majority
son
Dairy
Club,
is
the
highest
The
new
Clemson
College
N.
Armed Forces Staff College, calibre of men receiving comproblems should feel free to
of
the
people
know
very
little
ranking
dairy
senior
at
ClemSA.
co-ordinator
is
Joe
Fox,
the
animal
husbandry
departgranted leaves of absence to pur1951. The 'School of Hard missions while improving the
about the subject."
from Inman. By recent action come to him for help and advice.
Knocks' has taken him to the ROTC program. To the ROTC son. He also received the Co- ment, will represent Clemson sue the doctorate next year.
These changes which have
Both Mr. White and Mr. Wil- of the Executive Committee of
Pacific Theater, the European student,' the Colonel has this to burg scholarship as a junior.
College at the annual meeting John MacKenzie, instructor in
English for two years, will be- son find their work in photo- the Clemson Student Body, the been mentioned are hoped by
Theater, and Korea.
of the American Meat Institute
say: "Military training can be
gin work at the University of graphy very interesting and en- N.S.A. Co-ordinator will be an Dr. Hair to make the Clemson
As a member of the Armored fun. One need only develop
in
Chicago.
North
Carolina in September. joyable, but both agreed that ex-officio member of that com- hospital what it should be as
Board, Army Ground Forces the right perspective and apThe
convention,
beginning
Fri
Woodrow
W. Tingle, assistant their field of work was quite mittee, holding a seat in an ad- well as allowing "Coughing in
Board No. 2, and President, The proach the program with enthe Waiting Room."
Landing Vehicle Board, Colonel thusiasm rather than with preday, will be held in The Palmer professor of geology, reported tough for the beginner to break visory capacity.
into, even though there might
this
summer
for
study
at
VPI.
Douglass was closely associated formed prejudices. Our esprit
House through Tuesday, Sept.
MacKenzie, a graduate of the be good job opportunities availin the development, testing, and de corps is contagious. Reward24.
University of Southern Cali- able.
production of military weapons ing experiences will come to
The AMI, a meatpacking or- fornia, earned his master's de
By the way, how would you
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
and automotive equipment, me- you in direct ratio to the effort
According to Lt. Colonel ganization, is concerned with gree at Columbia in New York. like to take the pictures of
chanical and amphibious.
you expend."
Farm Implements — Sporting Goods
He has served on the staff
James E. Dugger, training of- fundamental and applied re- Tingle received both bachelor over three thousands students
ficer at MacDill Summer Train- search. ' Important discussions and master's degrees at the in a period of less than three
and faculty of both the InfanServing This Section Since 1895
ing Unit, at least one jet ride will include the pork problem, University of North Carolina. weeks?
try School and the Armored
School and as Chief of Staff of
was available for all AFROTC livestock marketing trends and
(Continued from Page 1)
the 47th Infantry Division. Sand
cadets from Clemson. Cadet Col- modern concepts of meat, said
MORE PEOPIE DRIVE CHEVRCHETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR
wiched between his other as Subsequent recordings, includ- onel Henry F. Cooper was one Dr. Wheeler.
Principal speaker will be Dean
signments, he commanded the ing "Cara Mia" which Manto- of those enjoying two flights
136th and the 38th Infantry vani wrote, have been just as which convinced him he "De- Earl Butz, College of Agriculture, Purdue University.
Regiments. Just prior to his sought after.
finitely wants jet fighters."
THE ROGER WAGNER CHOAmong meatpacking repreassignment here, he was serving
Cadets who attended summer
with the Korean Military Ad- RALE made its bow in Los An- training at MacDill AFB in ad- sentatives who will attend from
visory Group, U.S. Army, as geles during the 1945-46 season. dition to Cadet Colonel Cooper South Carolina are C. O. HinsSince that time the ensemble, were cadets J. P. Beason, J. B. dale, Ballentine Packing Co.
hailed by foremost critics as the Blanford, Jr., G. A. Bohlen, J. Greenville, and Dr. W. A. Barfinest singing group in America D. Braid, L. N. Connor, Jr., J. nette and Henderson Barnette
today, has been applauded with A. Galloway, E. A. Gilfillin, W. of the Greenwood Packing Plant
the Los Angeles Philharmonic W. Gilmer, J. K. Hane, F. G.
Orchestra under Alfred Wallen- Pritchard, R. F. Shriner, Jr., Sewart AFB, Nashville, Tenn.,
stein's direction, in a series of J. L. Sinclair, and J. S. Byrd. and Cadet Roland Weeks, Jr.,
annual performances in the fam
Cadet C. A. Donelan, Jr., at- attended summer training at
ed Hollywood Bowl, in 12 hit tended summer training at Langley AFB, Virginia.
Clemson's Army ROTC In- movies, including "Desiree", and
structor Group lost seven of its and on the "I Married Joan"
former members during the television show for three years.
summer through reassignment.
Conducted by Mr. Wagner, the
Two members went overseas; chorale is slated for internafour to school; one to the Penta- tional fame with adaptability to
SEPTEMBER 19 (THURSDAY)
gon.
any form of music as its hallCaptain William M. Major, mark. The group is flexible to 7:30 P.M.—Business meetings of Living Arch Chapter
Jr. was ordered to Korea, an be interpreted. The chorale reNo. 21; Living Arch Council No. 32; and S.
area to which his family can- flects the energy, musicianship
Maner Martin Commandry No. 17.
not accompany him. His wife and impeccable taste of its dy7:30
P.M.—Alpha
Phi Omega; Club Room.
and children remain at their namic and distinguished direchome on Pendleton Road.
tor. Its repertoire ranges from 8:00 P.M.—Beta Sigma Phi; Clemson House.
M/Sgt. Frank W. Barnes re- songs by Gershwin to Handel's
SEPTEMBER 21 (SATURDAY)
ported to Fort Dix on Septem- "Messiah", and programs offer
2:00
P.M.—Football
Game; P. C. at Clemson. .
ber 3 for shipment to Germany. such contrast as Mendelssohn's
SEPTEMBER 22 (SUNDAY)
His family will remain in Sen- "Elijah", "Salute to Disney",
eca during his tour in Ger- and Rodgers and Hammerstein 2:00 P.M.—Pageant depicting the history of Clemson
many.
night.
Baptist Church and dedication of new StuMajor Ralph E. Layman has
THE CHICAGO OPERA BALdent Center.
been assigned to an Ordinance LET is America's newest and
New Chevrolet Bel Air Sport Coupe with spunk to sparel
position at the Pentagon in most exciting dance company.
SEPTEMBER 23 (MONDAY)
Washington, D. C.
In 1953 during a midwestern re- 12:15 P.M.—Clemson Rotary Club; Clemson House.
Major Robert E. Davis is now vival of lyric arts, Director Ruth
a student at the Command and Page assembled a young, hand- 12:15 P.M.—Blue Key Luncheon; Dining Hall.
General Staff College at Fort some and talented corps de bal- 7:00 P.M.—Forum Club; 205 Chemistry Building.
Leavenworth, Kansas.
let for her inventive choreo- 8:00 P.M.—Clemson Bridge Club; Clemson House.
Captain William M. Luse is graphy. The troupe introduces
SEPTEMBER 24 (TUESDAY)
super-efficient power with plenty
standstill to top cruising speed in
attending the Advanced Offi- a daring new theatre form, the
Chevrolet's the only leading
12:15
P.M.—Student
Government Officers Luncheon;
of vim and vigor!
one gentle stream of motioncer's Ordinance Course at Ab- opera ballet, in presenting the
low-priced car with any of
erdeen Proving Grounds, Mary- original "Revenge" based on the
Special "Grade Retarder" position
Dining Hall.
STANDARD BALL-RACE STEERthese advances — the only car
land.
opera "La Trovatore" and "The 7:00 P.M.—Tiger Brotherhood; Tiger Den.
saves braking on hills.
ING.
Chevy's
Ball-Race
steering
at any price with all of them!
SFC Troy M. Simpson trans- Merry Widow."
gear mechanism is virtually fricPS. Chevy's got the big "details,"
ferred to Camp Wolters, Texas,
The company of 45 features 8:00 P.M.—American Legion Regular monthly meeting;
tion-free! That means easier parktoo! See all the exclusives at your
BODY BY FISHER. You get more
YMCA; all veterans invited. All members
as a candidate in the Helicopter internationally famous Maring, surer control, more relaxed
Chevrolet dealer's!
to be proud of in Chevrolet No
Pilot Training Course. His sight jorie Tallchief, queen of the
urged to attend this all important meeting.
driving.
'Optional at extra cost
other
low-priced
car
is
quite
so
(depth perception) proved de- Paris Grand Opera, and RusSEPTEMBER 25 (WEDNESDAY)
beautifully or substantially built
POSITRACTION REAR AXLE*.
ficient an he was again trans- sian-born George Skibine, formferred, this time to Fort Sill, er soloist with the Ballet ce 12:00 Noon—All notices for October Calendar should be
When one rear wheel slips in mud,
down to the last detail.
Oklahoma.
Monte Carlo. Both artists have
snow
or ice, the wheel with the
turned in to the President's Office.
SHORTEST STROKE V8. This
Specialist Second Class Mason chosen Miss Page's opera-ballets 6:30 P.M.—Church night for campus churches.
traction grips for sure going!
helps
explain
Chevrolet's
smooth
O. Sorber, Jr. attended the Heli- for their first American appearTRIPLE-TURBINE TURBOand lively V8 ways. Short-stroke
SEPTEMBER 26 (THURSDAY)
GET A WINOTNG DEAL ON A
copter Maintenance Course at ances in six years. Miss Page
GLD3E*. The silkiest automatic
design
also
means
less
piston
NEW CHEVY-THE GETTING'S
Fort Rucker, Alabama. Upon has been acclaimed as one of 7:00 P.M.—Clemson Lions Club; Lions Hut.
drive anywhere! You move from
travel, longer engine life. Here's
EXTRA GOOD I
stuccassful completion of the the world's greatest dancers and
basic course, he enrolled in an choreographers from Anna PavSHOP AND SAVE at
advanced course and is still at lova to the present. She was inFort Rucker.
strumental in producing AmeriOnly franchiser! Chevrolet dealers /EA\\ Ji;Mji#7 display this famous trademark
Replacements for departed ca's first 'dance theatre' and
personnel have been obtained. pioneered the dance-opera form
We Buy and Sell New and Used Furniture
Their story will be in a later by turning Bizet's "Carmen" inPHONE
2457
WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS
issue of the Tiger.
to a Spanish Civil War ballet.

Col. Douglass Has Held
Variety Of Positions

BRITTON

Scholarship Given
To George Powell
By (oburg Dairy

R. F. Wheeler MacKenzie, Tingle
Attends AMI Granted Leaves Of
Absence For Study
Annual Confab

Cadets Get T-Bird
Rides At MacGill
Air Force Base

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

NOTED

ROTC Instructor
Group Loses Seven
Men During Summer

Calendar Of Events

Great to have-and only Chevy's got em it

CHEVROLET

Clemson Furniture Company

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Bengals Open Season Saturday Against PC
Blue Hose Bring Improved Team And Tiger Stats Show
Good Potential
New Coach To Memorial Stadium
By JERRY AUSBAND
THE TOAST OF THE CONFERENCE
Contrary to the psychological words of Head Coach
Bill Murray of Duke (Sunday's STATE in that Penland's
column) when he said South Carolina would be the best
team his team met all year, the Blue Devils along with
the rest of Clemson's other nine opponents will more
than likely find a determined team of growling Tigers
when the games are played. The Tigers not only have
to protect their conference title, they must show that they
are possibly the best team to come out of Clemson for
some time. Of course, last year's team was a great one,
but with many of last year's lettermen graduated or playing pro ball, many new faces will appear in the lineup.
Until last Saturday and a two and a half hour scrimmage against the freshmen, Head Coach Frank Howard
had been quite displeased with the spirit and the overall
shape of the team. In fact, he had even moved four of
his first stringers into a second team lineup. Notwithstanding, Saturday's scrimmage pleased the head mentor,
although he did say some ragged edges must be pinked
or the team might become unraveled.
From our position in the press box with Jim
Noyes of the INDEPENDENT, Bob Bradley, and Tom
Price of United Press, we saw a number of excellent
plays including at least 12 touchdown plays via ground
and air. With very encouraging words from Tom
Price and Jim Noyes, we could find it hard to believe
that Clemson's athletic director could have been dissatisfied with his team. Of course we are not coaches,
nor do we make any mistake that untried freshmen
rather than Duke were the opponents. However, it
was noted with great pride and tremendous encouragement that Clemson has a team which is potentially
better than last year's Orange Bowl team; at the least,
it has a team which should equal and surpass last
year's season.
The sophomores are coming through with the goodies,
though they, too, have not as yet been tried against another college football team. On the other hand, all of
these sophomores were on last year's mythical conference
champion freshman team. They do know their way
around!
From the observations made last Saturday and
with return of several injured players, we fel duty
bound to say Clemson should run a track meet with
Presbyterian Saturday. The observations included
magnificent running on the parts of George Usry,
Harvey White, Charlie Home, Doug Daigneault, "Rabbit" Chatlin, Bob Spooner, Mike Dukes, Bill Mathis,
Sonny Quesenberry, and Doug Cline; spectacular offensive blocking by H. B. Brourton, Lee Kaltenbach,
"Mama Lou" Cordileone, and Johnny Thomason; fabulous defensive play by Kaltenbach, Paul Snyder,
Brourton, John Grdijan, and Donnie Meador; slick as
an eel deception by Bill Barbary and White and great
passing by Johnny Mac Goff; and sticky fingered pass
reception by Ray Masneri. All in all, it was quite
an interesting afternoon though many touchdowns
were made.
Summing up, it is believed that Clemson has three
good teams, one as nearly powerful as the other. We
cannot pick out a first, second, or third string, for we
believe they must be called the A, B, and C platoons,
though platoon football is long behind college football.
It has been said with vigor and persistence that the
Tigers have the backfield on the last of the three platoons
that many a school would go head over heels to get.
Clemson fans need not worry about the outcome of this
year's season. It will be good!
AND WE STICK OUR NECKS OUT!
For the first time we are going to stick our necks
out with a long range prediction on the season. We
think we have sufficient reason to do so as is explained above. For the season we predict an 8-2 or a
10-0 record for the Tigers. For the PC game it should
be in the neighborhood of 35-0, with the North Carolina game coming out a little closer, the Tigers winning this one 27-13. Following this game with Rat
Hop week-end and N. C. State, we predict a 20-6 victory for the Tigers. With a game with the Cavaliers
of Virginia following, (and the Tigers have not lost
to Virginia) we predict a 19-0 win. Of course, about
this time we brave the foul air of Columbia and Jake
Penland to predict a 13-6 win for the mighty Bengals.
However, when it comes to Rice and the rivalry between former Clemson coach Jess Neely and present
Clemson coach Frank Howard, it is a little frightening to even come close to a score. This is one of those
2 games we talked about in the beginning. For the
Maryland game, Homecoming, and Tigerama, we forsee a first victory for the Tigs, taking it 21-7 over
Tommy Mott's boys from the North. In order to
fully allow for errors in judgement and anger, the
score of the Duke game will not be predicted. Let's
just say that it will be a good one with the outcome
depending on many psycological factors rather than
skill since both teams seem to be pretty equal. For
Wake Forest during Thanksgiving Holidays, we forsee another shutout for the Tigers for the Tig sophs
pretty well showed up the Deacons last year—about
27-0 should be the score. We need not predict Furman, for we all know that outcome—the Hurricane is
nothing but a little breeze anyway. Get the ax ready
(Continued on Page 5)

Tigers Take Three Nearly Equal
Teams Into Opening Encounter
By TOM ANDERSON, III
The Bengal forward wall
Clemson's controversial football fortunes for the '57
presents a few problems, mostcampaign possess a great big question mark, according to ly at the outermost extremithe majority of grid authorities, sports scribes, armchair ties of th line — tackles and
quarterbacks, and plain railbirds. Skeptics will be able ends. The probable flankmen
to receive a first-hand preview of things to come when are Whitey Jordan, who has
twice won monograms from
the sophomore-studded Tigs tangle with a hefty Presby- this position, and a rangy,
terian College aggregate in the traditional opener this pass-catching ace from California, Pennsylvania, named
Saturday afternoon at two bells.
Perhaps one of the best con
versation pieces, sportswise, in
recent weeks has been the topic concerning Frank Howrd's
touted, yet inexperienced,
quarterbacking crew. The head
mentor is certainly blessed
with quantity and quality in
this category. Harvey White,
Bill Barbary, and Johnny Mac
Goff form the triumvirate that
will cause the Country Gentlemen to sizzle, or maybe fizzle,
during this rough, ten-game
route. White, a big lad from
Greenwood who is somewhat
remindful of Texas U.'s fabled
"blond bomber" of past years,
Bobby Layne, is a proven field
general although he has never
seen varsity action; he is ticketed to direct the first team.
Barbary, a letterman of '55 is
currently commanding the second eleven and Goff, dubbed
the "Saluda Slingshot," is
slated to handle the third unit.
Eager sophs are plentiful in
the halfback department and
these second year hopefuls may
prove to be the key to victory in
future games of which staunch
Clemson men are doubtful. Charlie Home will toot again this
year from his veteran right-half
post; very able assistance will be
offered by Sonny Quesenberry, a
speed merchant from Radford,
Va., who had a sensational season with the rat squad of '56.
Rudy Hayes, a fullback conversion, leads the left-half candidates but this explosive runner
is being pushed by a classy trio
of soph swifties—George Usry,
Rabbit Chatlin, and Phil Mathis.
Bob Spooner, the bespectacled
New Yorker who played a dyna-
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FRANK JONES
mic role in the unforgettable
Orange Bowl shamesaving comeback, is a leading choice to start
Saturday at fullback. Another
top - notch sophomore, Doug
Cline, will run behind Spooner
with Mike Dukes of Atlanta completing the top three of what is
supposed to be one of the keenest fullback assemblages in the
conference.

Ray Masneri. Bill Few and
non-lettermen Wyatt Cox offer relief for the first stringers. The tackle shake-up since
Jim McCanless re-injured his
neck is somewhat chaotic. Jim
Padget, commonly known as
the "sharecropper", is considered one of the brighter spots
at this relatively weak position.
Sophs Harold Olson, Lou Cordileone, and Don Meador vie
for the other starting assignment. Johnny Thomason, Jack
Bush, Moose Keller, and Jack
Smith are still in the picture,
however.
The guard situation is fairly
thick. Despite a recent promotion and demotion trial by Howard, it is the general consensus
that co-captains John Grdijan
and Leon Kaltenbach will regain
first team status. Ample support can be lended by lettermen H. B. Bruorton, Dick DeSimone, Jim Payne, and Ormond Wild.
Center, similar to the fullback setup, did not suffer through
graduation. The pair who played 90% of the time last season
are returnees — Donnie Bunton
and Bill Thomas. Joe Pilot and
the much publicized javelin
hurler, Paul Snyder, will serve
as reserves at the very potent
pivot post.

By MICKEY COSTAS
In looking over the statistics of last years great
Orange Bowl teams we see that it had the best record in
the Atlantic Coast Conference.

PEP RALLY
Clemson College's first pep
rally of the year will be held
in the amphitheater tonight
at eight o'clock. The rally, a
tradition on Thursday night
before each game of the season, will honor the football
team as they embark on the
1957 season against Presbyterian College Saturday afternoon in Memorial Stadium.
Fletcher S m o a k, head
cheerleader, has announced
(see
"The
Cheerleaders
Speak" on page 5) that all
freshmen, as tradition demands, will be required to
attend this and all succeeding rallies as a part of their
orientation.
In addition, the freshmen
will be required to get paint
from the flagpole in front of
Tillman Hall under their fingernails when "Tiger Rag"
is played. They must show
the paint to their hall counselors.
Head Coach and Athletic
Director Frank Howard will
introduce the members of
his team to students. Other
members of the coaching
staff will also be present.

During one of Clemson's
greatest years for football,
Joel Wells led the team in
rushing and in scoring. In
rushing he had a net gain in
yards of 803, and in scoring he
added forty-eight points to
Clemson's 167 points. The
touchdown that long will be
remembered was made by Joel
in the 1957 Orange Bowl game.
He eluded two of Colorado's
men and ran fifty-five yards
for the touchdown.
Rudy Hayes, one of the returning lettermen, has the next
highest gains in yardage of 384.
He is this year's first string half-j
back, and will probably help the
team to another good season.
Punting was well in the hands
of Charlie Bussey; he booted the
pigskin for a total of 1553 yards.
Bussey was one of the best allaround players of last year's
team.
Another of our fine backs who
will be missing this year will be
Jim Coleman. He returned the
ball 118 yards in eleven attempts,
and caught three passes and ran
twenty-nine yards. Jim had a
net gain of 290 yards in sixtyseven tries. .
One of the returning men to
watch this year will be Charlie Home. Last year his record
was most impressive: he had a
net gain in yardage of 246.
Charlie led the team in receiving; he carried the ball
eighty-four yards in just six
attempts. He made twentyfour points last year, and is

playing first string halfback
this year.
Last year the Clemson football
team led its opponents in every
part of the game except passing,
but this year's sophomores will
probably remedy that fault.
Clemson scored 167 points last
year and the opponents picked
up one hundred-two points.
The most outstanding part
part of last year's team statistics was a net gain in yards
of 2774 and in rushing the
team gained 2403. The opponents made 149 first downs
while the Clemson Tigers racked up a total of 166 first downs.
The Tigers and the opponents
had to punt the same number
of times, but the big difference
was in the fact that the oppo
nent's average was only seven
yards, and the Tigers had an
average of ten yards for every
time they got the ball.
While last year's team was on«
of the best teams Clemson College has ever seen the team lost
only 501 yards to fifty-one penalties. The ball only got away
twenty-eight times and was only
lost fifteen of those times.
Going toward making last
year's 167 points were twentyfour touchdowns, eighteen extra
points, one field goal and a
safety.
There are few things that can
be said against such a marvelous
record, but one things is sure,
the 1957 Tiger team will long
be remembered.

THE SHINING TOWER
6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
ft CHARCOAL STEAKS
ft CURB SERVICE
* REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
CLEMSON HIGHWAY
-:ANDERSON, S. C.

ft FULL MEALS
ft SANDWICHES

MOC

TONY BENSON

GO FOR
liM

LMOC

.Today's most exciting cigarette!
The campus favorite that gives you
"Live Modern" flavor...plus the pure
white Miracle Tip. Draws easier..;
tastes richer... smokes cleaner.

'a sit :.;.. .The freshest new taste in
smoking. ..with soothing Menthol mist
and easy-drawing pure white filter.
On campus they're saying: "O'flavor,
O'freshness, Oasis!"
' hesterfield .:.. .The big brand for big
men who like their pleasure big! For
full-flavored satisfaction ... it's
Chesterfield., .the cigarette that always
goes where the fun is.

Yes, the BMOC go for
LMOC! How about you?
KEN WEBB

• 1PS7 LIGGETT ft MYERS TOBACCO C».

BOX OR PACKS

FLAVOR-TIGHT BOX

KING & REGULAR
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PHYLLIS

DIANE

The Cheerleaders Speak

CAROLYN

By THE CLEMSON CHEERLEADERS
Freshman, your cheerleaders one interested can turn his
want to welcome you to Clem- name in to any member of the
son. We would like to familiar- squad.
ize you with a few traditions.
We would like to see a lot
First, all freshmen will attend more spirit and enthuasism in the
the Pep Rallies and football dining hall. The freshman class
games wearing their Rat Caps.
represents over 1/3 of the stuAt Pep Rallies, when Tiger dent body; therefore, we want
Rag is played, all freshmen will them to be familiar with all the
run to the flag pole at Tillman yells and to participate at ralHall, obtain flakes of paint un- lies and games.
der their fingernails, and show
We also would like to have a
their proof to their respective freshman squad, to follow all the
hall counselors.
fieshman games. There will be
Tradition demands that all students, freshmen and upperclassmen as well, sing the Alma
Mater.

three home games and two outof-town games. All freshmen
students interested in trying out
should be in Tillman Hall at
6:30 Friday night.

We would like to introduce
ourselves to you. Head cheerleader is Fletcher Smoak from
Columbia. The remaining:
members from last year's squad
are J. J. Britton, Sumter;
Tony Vickers, Durham, N. C.{
and Shirley Driver, Lexington,
Virginia. Woody Middleton
'from Sumter will be the Country Gentleman again. Elections were held and five new
members have been elected:
Beryl Herndon, Fayetteville,
N. C; Barbara Dillard, Anderson; Martin Anderson, Greenville; and Erwin Abel, Chester. Ya Ya Segars, Sumter,
will replace Orlando Perez as
the cannon firer. There is stil
a vacancy for the Tiger. Any-

There will be a Pep Rally
Thursday night at eight in the
Amphitheater. Coach Howard
will introduce the football
squad and make a few comments! All Students Please Be
There!

By JERRY AUSBAND
Just as new fashions excite the ladies every year, this
year's Clemson College Tiger Band will excite fans from
Columbia to Washington, D .C. Mr. Robert E. Lovett,
band director, has completely changed the style of the
band in order that new advances in band science may be
applied
To facilitate this change, approximately 130 band members
will perform for fans at all
the home games. Of this number, approximately 40 are
freshmen.T o further guide the
band in the new direction,
Commander Paul Holmes,
Vice-commander Jack Pinckney, Student Bandmaster Ben
Boling, and Sergeant Major
James Bedenbaugh will lead
the marching band for the
year.
The big change in the band is
the switch from gag shows and
other shows to precision drill.

We are inaugurating a thought
for the week. All freshmen are
required to know it, and must
answer to upper classmen when
question. "Beat P.C. and to Hell
with Jake Penland."
See you at the Pep Rally and
the football game!

NOTICE
There will be an important
meeting of the Student Aid
and Placement Agency tonight
at 6 p.m. This meeting will be
held in the Chemistry Auditorium.

1

ANDERSON

GLENN

COSTAS

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Presbyterian

North Carolina over N. C. State

North Carolina

N. C. State

North Carolina

N. C. State

Duke over South Carolina

Duke

Duke

Duke

U. S. Carolina

Rice over Louisiana State

L. S. U.

Rice

Rice

Rice

Georgia Tech over Kentucky

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Kentucky

Oklahoma over Pittsburgh

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Pittsburgh

Maryland over Texas A & M

Texas A & M

Texas A & M

Texas A & M

Maryland

Calfornia over S. M. U.

California

S. M. U.

California

S. M. U.

Washington over Colorado

Washington

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Florida State over Furman

Florida State

Florida State

Florida State

Furman

Texas over Georgia

Georgia

Texas

Texas

Georgia

Michigan State over Indiana

Mich. State

Mich. State

Mich. State

Indiana

Southern California over Mich.

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

S. California

Citadel over Newberry

Citadel

Newberry

Citadel

Citadel

W. Virginia over Virginia

West Va.

West Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Notre Dame over Purdue

Notre Dame

Purdue

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Davidson over Catawba

Davidson

Davidson

Davidson

Catawba

Tennessee over Auburn

Auburn

Tennessee

Auburn

Auburn

Cornell over Colgate

Cornell

Cornell

Colgate

Colgate

Slippery Rock over Edinboro

Slippery Rock

Slippery Rock

Slippery Rock

Slippery Rock

Clemson over Presbyterian \

j

WESTBROOK

Coaches Like ACC 'Bohunk' Rule
Football coaches are thankful
for one rule in force in the
Atlantic Coast Conference. With
it, they are able to give a boy
a little more experience before
throwing a player "to the wolves". Frank Howard of Clemson
says if he was to play some of
these "litle bitty fellas," the humanesociet y would get after
him. "If a boy needs a little more
seasoning and some more weight,
we keep him occupied for a year
and feed 'em lots of grits and by
the next year, they're usually
kable to help you."
This particular rule allows
for a player to remain inactive for one year somewhere
along the line and then play
the rest of his varsity career
out. In other words, once a boy
enrolls, he must play four
years of football in five years,
unless inducted in service.
Bight now Clemson has seven
of these "bohunks" on the first
three teams, and all but one is
a sophomore. Just by coincidence
two of the "hold-out boys" are
on the first team and both of
them are tackles.
Jim Padgett of Trenton, the
only junior, saw duty in '55 but
did not last year and Donnie
Meador of Atlanta played "rat"
ball two years ago and then took
a lot of hard knocks last season
with the red shirts, but did not
get into a varisity contest.
On the second unit is Wyatt
Cox, an end, also of Atlanta,
and on the third squad are
center Paul Snyder of New
Castle, Del., guard Herman
Baker of Bristol, Va., tackle
i Jack Smith of Athens, Ga„ and
halfback Doug Daigneault of
Malone, N. Y. These men—all
red shirts a season ago—now
show promise of playing some
first class football. Unless by
some quirk of faith more than
likely all will see action this
year.
^Continued on Page 6)

Included in the change are new
and special arrangements plus
much of the popular music of
today.
The thing that home fans
will enjoy fully will be the
band's new physical appearance. New uniforms to replace
the Clemson Cadet Gray will
appear on the scene sometime
after the Virginia game on Ocotber 12. The uniforms, brightly contrasting to the dullness
of the gray, will have three or
four variations which will be
used as the situation presents
itself. Gray gabardine will
compose the pants and jacket
of the "new look' with a removable shield fastened on by
gold buttons across the chest
of the uniform. The shield is
purple with the gold Block
"C" on one side with other
purple and gold combinations
one one side with the exact
opposite effect on the other.
Without the shield, a cross
buckle is used. For additional
color, two types of capes are
to be used. One is the short
cape, while the other is the
long English type cape. Both
the capes are reversible with
either gold or purple showing
on the outside while the other
will show from the inside.

three successive Georgia state
contests.
As Clemson's first majorette,
Phyllis has fulfilled her task
manne r which even the college officials had not expected.
A tall suntanned beauty, she
did more than her share in
creating a spirit of friendliness with the rest of the student body. She strived and succeeded in making the "old
guard" at Clemson forget their
predjudices. But not only has
her contribution to the college
in general been outstanding,
she was fabulous in her posiBy JERRY AUSBAND
tion as majorette, performing
In February of 1955 at the beginning of the last semes- tricks of the majorette trade
ter of the Clemson Cadet Corps, a few bright and brave at which even the highest experts were marveling. In adsouls ventured onto the campus—these souls had not been dition she represented Anderseen previously on the green campus of old CAC, for these son in the Miss South Carolina
were the first crop of co-eds to spring up. Of course, pageant in Myrtle Beach last
She Is certainly the
they were brave—they had to be to invade what had summer.
finest girl Clemson could hope
previously been an all-male domain.
for to begin a new era of
One of the most gratifying trips
advancement.
When the military went out
With as many titles as letters that the band will make this
in the fall semester of 1955, ments of "There's no question
the co-ed population increased about it" and "I'm happy to be in her name, Carolyn Willis is year is to the Washington Redwith amazing rapidity, and continuing in a long family line the second majorette to march skin stadium in Washington on
there began talk of a girls' of Clemson students," there is no regularly with the band. A perky Sunday, October 13. The game
dorm somewhere on the vast question but what they speak for brunette, Carolyn makes com- is nationally televised by the Coplete the second year corps of lumbia Television Network. The
campus. Then, with the addi- the co-ed population.
tion of another class in the
Three girls, beautiful and majorettes here with the band. game against the world chamnew Clemson, more co-eds artalented, who although they She is perhaps more well known pion New York Giants will be
rived, and the fact that Clemare not required to work to- for her baton twirling antics, the season's opener for the Redson was co-educational began gether in close harmony ex- but her other titles well repre- skins.
to be accepted. Then, too, the cept in special cases but are sent the fact that she is as atall-male band was somewhat certainly compatable and tractive as she is talented. With The band will spend the night
astounded to find that Phylfriendly, are an asset to the such titles as Miss Majorette of of October 12 in Washington aflis O'Dell had joined their campus way of life and tradi- 1956 and Miss Carolinas Carrou- ter appearing at the University
ranks to become the first mations of Clemson College. Their sel Queen in 1956, she will be a of Virginia game that day. The
jorette in Clemson's history. friendship must go deeper than great addition to the Clemson game the next afternoon will
In addition, co-eds joined the three girls thrown together for College marching band as they probably find the new uniforms
ranks of the cheerleading the first time under circum- parade this fall. However, her being worn.
squad to be a first there too.
stances, for their association talent and beauty are" by far not
Other trips the new band
The following year, this year, goes much farther than the on the only assets she has. Her will take are to the University
saw a remarkable change in the field shows and marches. And friendliness towards all of her of South Carolina on Big
general attitude towards co-eds. though they live in different fellow students shows her often Thursday, to Furman in GreenWith the addition of two more parts of the town, they are spoken thoughts of a good Clem- ville for the last game of the
season. It is hoped that the
majorettes and a variety of co- continually meeting each other son student.
These girls certainly deserve band will be able to go to the
eds as yet unknown to Clemson for friendship's sake, not only
a great round of applause from Duke game in Durham during
for work on the week's actiwas introduced.
the student body, for they not the latter part of the season.
Phyllis, Carolyn Willis, and ities band-wise.
Diane Austin perhaps best typi
Diane, a pert honey-blonde only have contributed their
Considering all the angles, ft
fy the new co-ed at Clemson. from Atlanta, is a sister of Sara beauty and talent to the camNot that they alone are typical, Dukes, wife of fullback Mike pus, they have enriched the looks to be quite an interesting
but it is felt that in their posi- Dukes. She arrived on campus life of the campus with their season—a great football team
tion as majorettes, they are per- too late for majorette try-outs determination to be Clemson along with a band to surpass all
others.
haps the most well known to the because she was traveling with Co-eds in the truest sense.
majority of the student body.
an instruction team under naThese three girls all hold high tionally famous Bill Allen, so
the tradition that a Clemson stu- she will not perform at all band
dent once, a Clemson student al- functions but will make several
ways. In talking of their belief appearances. The head major224 East Orr St.
-:Anderson, S. C.
in the Clemson way of life, they ette at Southwest Dekalb High
Telephone
CAnal
4-6331
all have said, "I love it, and School in Atlanta, she won suthink I always will!" With com' perior in the majorette field in

Carolyn, Phyllis, Diane Typify
The New Clemson In Sense Of Duty

We Pick'Em
AUSBAND

Marching Band Takes On
New Look For This Year

Electric City PRINTING Company

TRAILING THE TIGER (Continued from Page 4)

—some heads may roll as the neck protrudes farther
away from the body.
TIGER-BITS
Our thanks and sincere appreciation go to Diane Austin, Carolyn Willis, and Phyllis O'Dell for submitting to
our interview this week. You gals were swell—we all
hope you will return—soon! ... If one has sufficient
vision and is near the court of the large gym in the field
house, one might encounter a nine foot Tiger starring
at him from the center of the court. This is but part of
the new decorations planned for the court. ... We hope
that you will enjoy these pages this year—some new
features have been added (articles by members of the
football team, pro shorts, and some more too) and some
features have returned (predictions, cheerleaders' column,
etc.). A number of new staff members have been added
including Tom Glenn from Laurens, Mickey Costas from
Florence, and Jim Thompson from Columbia. They are
very worthwhile additions to our staff here. Tom Ander*
son, III, will also be back as assistant sports editor. We
try hard to please—if you have any suggestions, let us
know about them, for we're always happy to hear constructive criticism.

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

SUEBR-WINSTOtf
PRODUCTIONS presents

Yoa'dte Sioux Nice to Come Home to

ARomcmceof
the Old West
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John Grdijan, Leon Kaltenbach Popular And Tough
By TOM ANDERSON, III
Fans on hand for the Presbyterian contest Saturday
afternoon down in Death Valley will see a pair of Orangeclad figures, each presenting a remarkable resemblance
toward each other as far as physical attributes are concerned, accompany the officials to the center of the gridiron immediately after two o'clock.
Both of these men are leaders,
sharing the captaincy of Clemson's defending A.C.C. kingpins.
The similarity of this particular duo does not end here: buth
play guard, both were recently
married, and both hail from
Pennsylvania. Their names are
John Grdijan and Leon Kaltenbach.
Grdijan could easily be termed the iron man of the current
array of Bengals as he has started every football game for the
past two seasons. The P.C. tilt
will mark the twenty-second
consecutive starting assignment
forthis highly regarded 27-year
old senior who, incidentally, is
the oldest member of this season's Tiger team.
This 200:
pound bruiser is currently fea-j
tured in "Sports Review's" pre-'
season pigskin picks as a first
team All-American guard. Numerous other football magazines
have recognized his tremendous
potential as a great lineman by
choosing him for All-Conference, All-Region, etc. honors.
The rock-like prpoduct of
Rillton, Pa., earned an AllCounty berth while playing at
Sewickley Township High in
the 1940's. He entered service
thereafter and won a great

-rucv ICAH THE TIGERS

14
15
16
18
19

CHARLES "RED" HOPE
*BILL BARBARY
JOHNNIE MAC GOFF
VIRGIL "SNOOK" DILLON
HARVEY WHITE

HGT.
6-1
6-3
5-11
6-0
6-2

*CHARLIE HORNE
.
SONNY QUESENBERRY
DOUG DAIGNEAULT _.
TOMMY McTEER
BILLY BOSWELL

5-9
6-0
6-1
5-10
5-11

*BOB SPOONER _
*MIKE DUKES
HAL KNOTT
DOUG CLINE
GEORGE TUPPER

5-11
6-3
5-11
6-2
6-2

NORTH
CAROLINA

N. C. STATE

SOUTH
CAROLINA

VIRGINIA

SEPT. 21

PRESBYTERIAN
Home

S. CAROLINA
Away (N)

TEXAS A * M
Away

N. C. STATE
Homt

N. CAROLINA
Away

DUKE
Homt (N)

W. VIRGINIA
Away

SEPT. a

N. CAROLINA
Away

VIRGINIA
Homt

N. C. STATE
Homt

CLEMSON
Homt

MARYLAND
Away

WOFFORD
Homt (N)

DUKE
Away

FLORIDA
Away

N. C. STATE
Homt

MARYLAND
Homt

DUKE
Away

NAVY
Homt

CLEMSON
Away

TEXAS
Away

WAKE FOREST
Away (N)

VIRGINIA
Homt (N)

VIRGINIA
Away

RICE
Away (N)

WAKE FOREST
Homt

MIAMI
Aw«y, Oct. II (N)

FLORIDA STATE
Away (N)

FURMAN
Homt

CLEMSON
Homt

MARYLAND
Away

WAKE FOREST
Homt

N. CAROLINA
Homt

MARYLAND
Away

-MIAMI
Away, Oct. IS (N)

VA. TECH
at Richmond, Va.

DUKE
Away

S. CAROLINA
Awiy, Oct. 24

N. C. STATE
Away

TENNESSEE
Homt

WAKE FOREST
Away

DUKE
Homt

CLEMSON
Homt, Oct. 24

ARMY
Homt

N. CAROLINA
Homt

V. M. 1.
Homt

N. C. STATE
Aw»y

I

I»

i

WAKE FOREST

NOV.

2

RICE
Away (N)

GA. TECH
Away

S. CAROLINA
Away

TENNESSEE
Homt

WAKE FOREST
Homt

MARYLAND
Homt

NOV.

»

MARYLAND
Hom»

NAVY
Away

CLEMSON
Away

S. CAROLINA
Homt

WM. i MARY
Homt

N. CAROLINA
Away

NOV.

||

DUKE
Away

CLEMSON
Homt

MIAMI
Away, Nov. IS (N)

VA. TECH
Away

VIRGINIA
Away

S. CAROLINA
Homt

W. VIRGINIA
Homt

WAKE FOREST
Horn*

N. CAROLINA
Homt

VIRGINIA
Homt

S. CAROLINA
Away

N. C. STATE
Homt

MARYLAND
Away

CLEMSON
Away

WAKE FOREST
Away

N. CAROLINA
Away

t. CAROLINA
Homt

NOV. 23

j NOV. 30

FURMAN
Away

DUKE
Away

VIRGINIA
Homt

■'

\

VA. TECH
Homt

McMillan, Wade Start Them Off
JOHN GRDIJAN AND LEON KALTENBACH
ing antics on the gridiron merited All-district recognition, which
brought many college scouts to
his front door. His presence at
Tigertown was bolstered great-

WGT.
190
195
164
175
200

AGE
20
21
18
18
18

CLASS
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.

170
185
180
163
180

20
20
21
20
20

Jr.
So.
So.
So.
So.

210
193
185
200
190

22
21
20
18
20

Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.

By TOM GLENN
As the 1957 football season rolls around, Clemson fields
its sixth freshman football team since the organization of
the Atlantic Coast Conference. Again the athletic department is fortunate in having two capable men, Covington
McMillan and Don Wade, coaching the Cubs this year.

ly the forward wall corps.
He was wed to the former Miss
Janet Sale of Silver Spring,
Covington (Goat) McMillan.
Maryland, in that city this past
a former All-South tailback at
May.
Clemson begins another year as
head freshman football coach.
He finished Clemson in 1930
along with end coach Bob Jones.
McMillan still holds the school

HOMETOWN
QUARTERBACKS
College Park, Ga.
Taylors ,S. C.
Saluda, S. C.
Mt. Hope, W. Va.
Greenwood, S. C.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Radford, Va.
Malone, N. Y.
Hampton, S. C.
Newnan, Ga.
FULLBACKS

34
35
36
37
38

MARYLAND

OCT. U

RIGHT HALFBACKS
21
22
23
24
27

DUKE

OCT.

Gridijan is married, to the
former Miss Elaine Few of Pickens, C. C.

NAME

CLEMSON

OCT 12

CLEMSON COLLEGE FOOTBALL ROSTOR
NO.

SATURDAY
DATES

OCT.

deal or attention while performing with the 3"th Engineers group in Europe. Following his discharge, he was
accepted, after some deliberation, by Frank Howard in the
fall of 1953. It can certainly
be stated that the Baron has
never regretted his 'long-shot"
chance on his present co-captain.

Kaltenbach, a bull-necked
veteran of two seasons of varsity participation, has been in
and out of the starting lineup
for that duration. An interesting note concerning this 210pound lad is the fact that he
is from the same hometown as
Joe Pagliei, who is considered
one of the foremost backs in
the history of Clemson football annals. He will also be
playing against another hometown boy Saturday — Ron
Isger, of Clairmont, who is
slated to quarterback the P.C.
'uns in the approaching tussle.
While at Claimont High, Kaltenbach established an extreme! ly creditable record in both footiball and baseball. His outstand-

1957 Atlantic Coast Conference Football Schedule

Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga.
Henderson, N. C.
Valdese, N. C.
Summerville, S. C.

record for most passes attempted in a game, 32.
After graduation from Clemson, he coached at Griffin,
Georgia, High School. After a
short stay at Furman University, McMillan returned to Clemson as a backfield coach. A
(Continued from Page 5)
few years later, he switched to
There is already a pretty good|coaching
the
freshmen_
As
crop of five-year-men on the
freshmen coach he has enjoyed
team either playing out their eligibility this year as seniors or good success with first year boys.
listed as juniors. Among them are Only last year his freshmen
first teamers Bill Thomas of Lay- team won the mythical Atlantic
ton, Pa., and Leon Kaltenbach Coast Conference championship.
of Clairton, Pa.; second liners
Coach McMillan has had a
Donnie Bunton of Pelzer, Dick
DeSimone of Avonmore, Pa., and hand in the development of such
H. B. Brourton of Georgetown, stars as Banks McFadden, Boband Orange Bowl star Bob by Gage, Ray Matthews, Fred
Spooner of Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Cone, Don King, Joel Wells,
Some eager sophomores will Charlie Bussey, and a number
probably have the "bchunk of this years starting varsity.
bug" hanging around them this In his extra time, Coach McMilyear. But in all probability, the lan spends a lot of time "beating
year of seasoning and the Sat- the bushes" for football prospects.
urday afternoon observing perCoach McMillan is married to
iod will bring them to the
the former Edith Greer of
varsity at the right time and Greenville. He has two daughnot a year ahead of schedule.
ters, Cheryl, 18, and Cecelia, 14,

COACHES

and two sons, Johnny, 11, and
Tim, 3.
Assisting McMillan is another
Clemson graduate Don Wade.
Wade, who is starting his fourth
year as a member of the athletic
department at Clemson, graduated from Clemson in 1952.
While at Clemson, Don made
two bowl trips with the Tigers.
He played linebacker on the
winning Orange Bowl team in
1950, and returned the following year with the Tigers to the
Gator Bowl.
After his graduation, Wade
coached one year at Wavnes-

boro, Georgia, before returning
to his Alma Mater as assistant
freshman football coach and
baseball coach. Last year hil
frosh baseball team lost only
one game out of fifteen. In hi«
spare time wade enjoys fishing,
but with recruiting and high
school contacts to make, Don
has little time for his favorite
hobby.
Wade, a native of Lenoir City,
Tennessee, is married to the
former Barbara Henderson of
Clemson. The Wades have two
daughters, Donna, 5, and Beth,
18 months.

Visit Us For The
FINEST STEAKS
In South Carolina

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
805 S. Main

Anderson, S. C.

Across from Rocket Motors

ss

LEFT HALFBACKS
40
44
46
47
49

GEORGE USRY
*RUDY HAYES ___
TERRY EBERHART
BILL MATHIS
BOB "RABBIT" CHATLIN

5-10
6-0
5-11
6-1
5-11

175
210
165
182
175

19
22
19
18
25

So.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.

Waycross, Ga.
Pickens, S. C.
Tarentum, Pa.
Manchester, Ga.
Washington, D. C.

the pencil that's first
with professionals is the
perfect pencil for you!

CENTERS
50
53
54
55
57

JOE PILOT
*DONNIE BUNTON
■PAUL SNYDER
BOBBY DeBARDELABEN
*BILL THOMAS

5-11
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-0

185

21

190
207
194
220

22
21
20
23

Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.

Rankin, Pa.
Pelzer, S. C.
New Castle, Del.
Conley, Ga.
Layton, Pa.
GUARDS

60
61
62
63
64
65
68
69
66
67

*H. B. BRUORTON
LARRY WAGNER
DAVE MARTIN _
*JOHN GRDIJAN _
*JIM PAYNE
*LEON KALTENBACH
HERMAN BAKER
*DICK DeSIMONE
ORMOND WILD
DON MILLS

5-10
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-11
5-11
6-0
6-0

210
215
195
200
211
210
205
195
195
200

23
20
24
27
21
21
24
23
22
20

Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.

Georgetown, S. C
Spencer, N. C.
Huntington, W. Va.
Rillton, Pa.
Decatur, Ga.
Clairton, Pa.
Bristol, Va.
Avonmore, Pa.
North Charleston, S.
Greensburg, Pa.
TACKLES

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

MORRIS KELLER
JACK SMITH
DONNIE MEADOR
*JACK BUSH
►JIM McCANLESS _
LOU CORDILEONE
HAROLD OLSON _
JERRY OLIVER
JIM PADGETT
MOHNNY THOMASON

6-3
6-4
6-1
6-3
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-0

240
235
220
205
220
250
235
230
230
215

20
19
19
20
21
20
19
22
20
21

So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

Greenville, S. C.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Asheville, N. C.
Jersey City, N. J.
Decatur, Ga.
London, Ont., Canac
Trenton, S. C.
Olanta, S. C.

You get off to a fine start (and do some fine finishes!)
when you work with an Eagle TURQUOISE. This is
the drawing pencil that ranks No. 1 with professionals—
and for good reasons:
1. Uniform grading: you get exactly the blackness
you want... from every pencil, every time.
2. Proven needle-point strength for line after
long line of unchanging width.
3. Proven smoothness—thanks to Eagle's exclusive
100% "Electronic"® Graphite.
So do justice to yourself: Start the year right with
TURQUOISE—get it at your favorite dealer now!

**:

Turquoise
PENCILS, IE ADS AND HOtOSRS:

■{are the largest-selling
in the United States!

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY • NEW YORK • LONDON • TOSONTO . MEXICO • SYDNEY • BOGOTA

ENDS
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
80
•

*HARRY HICKS
WYATT COX
,
KENNETH ROGERS
EMIL "ZIGGER" ZAGER
ED WOOD
JACK WEBB
*RAY MASNERI
*BILL FEW
*WHITEY JORDAN
BILL FOSTER
HAP CAR

6-0
6-4
6-5
6-1
6-3
6-4
6-2
6-0
6-0
6-3
6-1 '

180
185
195
190
198
205
180
170
185
190
185

24
21
19
19
19
19
19
23
21
19
20

Jr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.

Kershaw, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Mullins, S. C.
McKeesport, Pa.
Sanford, N. C.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
California, Pa.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Westminster, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.

(TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: With 100% ®"Electionic" graphite. 17 grades, 6B through 9H.
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• TURQUOISE CLEANTEX ERASER:

• TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS: Fit any standard holder. Grades 5B through 9H.

Super-soft, non-abrasive rubber.

• TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade of Turquoise lead—so firmly that lead cannot be pressed back.
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Senate Committee
To Hear Dr. Aull
Dr. George H. Aull, College
agricultural economics department head, has been invited to
participate in Senate hearings
on commercial agriculture in December.
Sen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.),
chairman of the agricultural subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee, last week named
10 panels of national farm leaders for the public hearings, Dec.
16-20, in Washington.
Dr. Aull will discuss the farm
problem and its relation to economic growth and development
on a panel of six educators.
"The study will explore causes
of the farm problem," Dr. Aull
said here, "and the implications
of alternative means of dealing
with it. The inquiry will deal
mainly with problems of family farmers whose living depends
chiefly on production for the
market and is importantly affected by farm prices and costs."
The sub-committee, he said,
will be directed toward better
understanding of farm stability
issues, rather than specific legislative proposals.
Members of the Senate subcommittee on agriculture, headed
by Sen. Sparkman, are Sen.
Paul Douglas, Illinois; Sen. Arthur Watkins, Utah; Rep. Wright
Patman, Texas; Rep. Wilbur
Mills, Arkansas; Rep. Henry
Talle, Iowa, and Rep. Thomas
Curtis, Missouri.

Facts On Engineering
And Scientific Shortage

Albany Felt Employee
Scholarship Awarded
Wm. Butler Greene

Albany Felt Company of St.
Stephen has announced the
awarding of its $2,000.00 Employee Scholarship to William
(ED. NOTE: The following are excerpts taken from Butler Green of St. Stephen.
"Chemical News," July-August, 1957.)
The scholarship, for the study
Since the end of World War II the American public of Textiles in the School of Textiles, amounts to $500.00 per
has heard numerous reports indicating that a shortage of year
and is renewable annually
scientists and engineers exists. Lately there have been up to a maximum of four years,
numerous reports suggesting that there really isn't any upon the successful completion
shortage. However we would like to give you the latest of each year's work.
currently employed as
estimate of the situation and a few conclusions that seem a Butler,
Weaver, was an outstanding
inescapable.
student at St. Stephen High
First the estimate:
School. He was also active in
The U.S. Office of Education laboratories. One step below the sports and other school activiThe above group of officers from ROTC Instructor Groups at
has reviewed the engineer sup- professional level, we need more ties. He has been employed
Clemson, Furman, S. C. State, The Citadel, Wofford, and Presply and demand picture 1955-56 skilled technicians . Also we since October, 1956, and had
byterian Colleges recently completed the annual ROTC Orienand, based on anticipated in- have to make sure we fully established an admirable record The above enlisted men of ROTC Instructor Groups at Clemtation Course at the USAR Training Center, 2201 Laurens
creases in the Bross National utilize the scientists and en- as an employee at the plant.
son, the Citadel, S. C. State, Furman, and Wofford Colleges reRoad, Greenville. Pictured front row, left to right: Captain
Product, concludes that we will gineers we now have.
The Company has previously cently completed the annual ROTC Orientation Course conductFrancois X. Therrien, Clemson; Colonel Raymond V. Bottomly,
have a shortage of 8,000 enPMS&T at Wofford; Lt. Col. William W. Barnett, Jr., PMS&T
If we don't do all these things awarded a community scholar- ed at the USAR Training Center, 201 Laurens Road, Greenville.
gineers per year for the next our economy cannot advance at ship for the study of engineer- Pictured front row, left to right, are: SFC Tom W. Malcolm, Th«
at P.C.; Captain James L. Parker and Major Harold A. Jenkins,
ten years. This is anticipated its present rate. In fact, our ing to Paul Albert Romeo, a Citadel; M/Sgt. Paul W. Johnson, Clemson; SFC Marvin T.
S. C. State; Lt. Col. Clarence K. Sells, Clemson; and Lt. Col.
George C. Kimmel, PMS&T at Furman. Rear row, left to
despite an annual increase in industrial progress will be slow- 1957 graduate of Berkeley High
right: Captains Glen A. Carmichael, Simeon M. Smith, Jr., and
the number of engineer gradu- ed and our ability to prevent School in Monck's Corner. Next Bridges and M/Sgt. Geddes M. Cox, Furman; and SFC George
Joseph E. Greene, Clemson; 1st Lt. Hal C. Bennett, Jr., PC;
C. Conner, Clemson. Rear row, left to right, are: SFC Rufus
ates.
month Albert will enter North
war reduced.
Captain Alan W. Blankenship, The Citadel; Captain Victor R..
Goodward, S. C. State; M/Sgt. Norman O. Hancock, The CitaThe U. S. Office of Education
Feicht, Wofford; and 1st Lt Edward O. Jennings, S. C. State.
It is felt that there exists Carolina State College where he
also reports that in 1950 there within our national frame work will major in Textile Engineer- del; SFC Francis E. Lewis, Clemson; M/Sgt. Robert M. Finlej.
Wofford; SFC Robert L. Washnok and SFC Charles E. Keller.
were 136,000 science teachers. the answer to this problem and ing at the School of Textiles.
Clemson.
This number has dropped to 75,- that some progress is being
000 full or part-time science made. Despite this there is a
teachers today.
real engineering - Scientist
The American Society of En- shortage.
gineering Education tells us that
over the next ten years the
number of chemical, metallurCollege Alumni Association
gical and petroleum engineer
this week mailed ballots to nearing teacher at the college level
Seven additions to the 1957-58 School of Engineering
Ctemson A A M?
*tf• Roan For
ly 15,000 former students who
must show increases ranging
faculty at Clemson College have been announced by Dean
can vote on the Association's
from 53 per cent to 78 per cent
Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association
James H. Sams. Included are two instructors to replace
slate of officers for the 1958
in order to take care of the
Member Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
J. T. Long and J. C. Martin alumni year.
Pounded bT the Class of 1907 and published weekl7 during the school T*W
professors on leave in electrical engineering, and assistant
anticipated number of students.
by stfcents of Clemson College.
The shortage in this area is al- of the electrical engineering facThe voting deadline is Octo- The TIGER Is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. It's claim, "The South'*
professors to fill vacancies resulting from retirements in
ready being felt. According to ulty have received one-year leav- ber 15th, and the Association's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and
industrial arts and architecture.
ASEE, in the 1956-1957 aca- es of absence to complete doctor- officers will be announced at general attitude of those who read lt.
Paul S. Creager, at llutgers
demic year eight per cent of ate work this fall.
EDITOR
Tigerama, Clemson's alumniUniversity since 1919, joins the
A graduate of the Harvard
budgeted engineering faculty Long, associate professor, will presented student - produced
CHARLES
S. SPENCER, JR.
electrical engineering staff as Graduate School of Design, he
study electrical engineering at all-student variety show on the
There is something new in the posts were unfilled.
a visiting professor to relieve has a master's degree from the Episcopal Canterbury AssociaBUSINESS
MANAGER
Georgia
Tech,
where
he
earned
eve of Clemson's Homecoming
Add to this recent reports of
increasing teaching duties In University
of
Pennsylvania, ation this year—pledge pins. The the Atomic Energy Commission, his master's degree in 1949. A football game with Maryland.
W. G. JOHNSON
this growing department.
where he is completing his doc pins will be worn during the the Scientific Manpower Com- Clemson graduate, he joined the Tigerama is the night of NovemCarol Hughe.
Editor
Prof. Creager, with a master's torate this summer. He has month of September to make it mission, the National Educa- Clemson staff in 1943 as an in- ber 8th, the football game Sat- Managing
Mackie Manning
Associate Editor
degree from Gettysburg College, taught at the University of Geor- easier to identify Canterbury tion Association and the En- structor, was advanced to assis- urday afternoon.
Nominees Columnist _
Ray Griffin
;
' taught there for five years be- gia, Georgia Tech, and the Uni- members on campus. The pins gineering Manpower Commis- tant professor in 1949, and to were presented by a nominat- Sports Editor
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